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35 Years of Dance Celebrated New Library Policy
Increases Security

JOANNA HECHT

and Stefanie Pagano-Kor '06
alumnae Tsoules and Paige
danced to music by The Dave
McGinley '99 with contributions
"Celebrating 35 Years! A Matthews Band and Frou Frou, from members of the Providence
Tribute to Dance at Trinity," pre- moving around each other beauti- College Theater and Dance comfully. Their tumbling, rapid move- munity. Tsoules explored every
sented by the Theater and Dance
Department as part of Austin Art's ments made the dance visually
corner of the stage, dancing withGuest Artists Series, can be interesting, and the contemporary
out music, seeming to connect
summed up with the word "eclec- music's familiarity was refreshwith the performance space.
tic." The performances had little ing. The lighting, designed by
However, the monologue about
uniting them besides the stage, Blu, was a particularly effective
the theater occasionally detracted
and they were further broken up contribution.
from the dance itself, and the
as the house lights were raised
between each piece. As a casual
observer (far from an expert in
dance), the evening was enjoyable, and the variety and elegance
of the different pieces was entertaining and beautiful.
The first performance was a
playful dance to upbeat French
music, with video playing in the
background. Deborah Goffe,
Visiting Lecturer in Theater and
Dance, choreographed and perwww.jdpe.info
formed the piece with Hannah
Kivioja-Honeycutt. The pair, JDPE performs My Body My Body.
attired in can-can costumes, alterChristina Tsoules '98 per- piece seemed to drag on.
The fourth performance was
nately moved in close proximity
formed "Anamnesis," which
also striking for its uniqueness.
and pushed each other to the explored early memories of expeground; their flowing skirts
riencing the theater. The perform- The three performers, Alexa
seemed to become part of the ance seemed fitting as part of a Melonopoulos, Tracy Lombardo,
dance.
tribute to dance, as it incorporated
text and dramaturgy by Trinity
Next, Meredith deJesus '06
see TRIN on page 17
MANAGING EDITOR

Chooses Final Recruits

among library staff, "there have
been escalating concerns for the
personal and material safety of
the campus community and that
the Raether Center was a frequent source of safety concerns."
Despite the new security system, the Library is still open to
everyone 17 years or older. In
keeping with existing policy,
children aged 16 and under may
only gain access to the library
when accompanied by an adult.
Those 17 and older who don't
have a college ID must instead
provide another picture ID and
sign the logbook. The new policy is meant to grant library staff
more control over who is in the
library center, a complex that
spans 172,000 square feet.
The metal gates which stand
at the entrance to the library and
direct students toward the circulation desk are temporary.
Lower barriers, composed primarily of plexiglass, are on
see NEW on page 7

LINDSAY NORTH
FEATURES EDITOR

Two Fridays ago, a small
group of students and faculty
gathered in the Cave for an informal discussion about international study. The talk was organized
by Professor Barbara Henriques,
the head of the Educational
Studies Program and Sarah
Whittemore '06. While the origi-.
nal intent of the event had been to
discuss educational experiences
in South Africa, the afternoon's
conversation ended up focusing
on international study and its role
at Trinity. Professor Michael
Neiman of the International
Studies Department, currently
serving as the Director of the
Tutorial College and the founder
of the Trinity Capetown program,
was also in attendance.
The students present were
mostly seniors, though Evan
Langweiler '07 and Heather
Moore '08 also attended. All
were in a unique position to discuss study abroad; the five seniors could claim, collectively, the
countries of Wales, Italy, New
Zealand, China, India, Brazil,
South Africa, and France as their
places of study. I had originally
planned on attending the event to
cover it for the Tripod, but my
own experiences studying abroad
(Italy, Wales, New Zealand, India
and China) enabled me to be an
active participant in the conversation.

vidual
academic
merits.
"[Coaches] are bringing to
[Admissions] the best athletes
BEN LEONG
that we can find, but it is up to
them to decide who can do the
SPORTS EDITOR
work here," said Paul Assaiante,
Recruiting practices have
Coach of the men's tennis and
come under scrutiny in all of the
squash teams, the latter of which
New England Small College
has won seven consecutive
Athletic Conference schools
national championships and 125
within the past year. Every year
straight matches. The number
at
Trinity,
the Athletic
one factor in Admissions for any
Department and Office of
Trinity student is always acaAdmissions
work
closely
demics.,
together to ensure that the best
Because Trinity has approxistudent-athletes are admitted
mately 30 athletic teams, it is
into Trinity. In a conference
necessary for coaches to recruit
where there are no athletic
athletes to fill rosters each seascholarships, the recruiting
son. However, Trinity athletes
process is a collaborative effort.
are never admitted solely on the
The NESCAC mission statebasis of their athletic ability.
ment reads, "The Conference is
committed to establishing com- "Every coach at Trinity, and in
the NESCAC, is fully aware that
mon boundaries to keep athletics
strong but in proportion to the all admissions decisions will be
overall academic mission of the made by the Admissions Office
and not a coach," said Larry
member
institutions," and
Dow, Dean of Admissions. "The
NESCAC schools have a reputacoaches focus their time and
tion as being one of the most
energy on the recruits who they
competitive conferences both
know have a good chance of getacademically and athletically in
ting in because of their academthe nation.
ics." In other words, coaches
According to representatives
will not waste time recruiting
from both Admissions and the
someone who does not meet
Athletic Department, there are
Trinity's academic standards
no reserved "spots" for specific
because they know Admissions
athletes — meaning no recruit is
will not accept a poor academic
given a free pass through
applicant.
Admissions. On the contrary,
We started the conversation
each student-athlete is admitted
by
talking
about Trinity's study
on the basis of his or her indisee STUDENT.on page 9
B I L L COSGROVE
NEWS WRITER

EVAN MORRIS
SENIOR EDITOR
The College Library .implemented a new security policy on
Nov. 9, allowing library staff to
keep track of people entering the
library complex, guard against
personal computer theft and permit only those with scholarly
purposes
from
entering.
However, some students have
complained that the new policy,
which involves showing a picture ID at the circulation desk, is
aggravating, difficult to maneuver and unnecessary.
A number of factors contributed to the final decision to
create stricter security measures
in the library. Theft of computers, especially during exam
times, was an important factor as
were complaints by students
against those not enrolled in the
college who were purportedly
monopolizing library resources
and creating an environment,
namely through loud noise, not
conducive to quiet study.
According to a memo passed out

Lindsay North

You'll be hard pressed to find anyplace that can compare to the
Night Market of Beijing in a westernized country.
abroad programs. As it stands
grams are required to attend
now, students go away for a workshops prior to their deparsemester or a year with little or no
ture, and we all must fill out evalpre- or post-program support.
True, students on certain prosee OUT on page 12
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Dean Responds to
Admissions Flyers
DEAN SPURLOCK-EVANS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
This past Homecoming
weekend, a group of Trinity students distributed pamphlets in
an effort to inform alumni and
friends of the College that the
budgetary crisis we face as an
institution has negatively
impacted our capacity to sustain
and increase racial and ethnic
diversity among our students. I
am writing both to underscore
the importance of the concerns
raised and to assure members of
our community that Trinity is
dedicated to addressing the very
real challenges we face.
As tuition and other costs
continue to rise, for many stu-

Education (JBHE). The 2004
autumn issue reported that,
among the top-ranked liberal
arts colleges surveyed, Trinity
posted the largest gain in black
enrollments over the previous
year, with first-year enrollment
rising 111.1 percent, from 18 to
38, in 2004.
The 2005 autumn issue of
JBHE observed that there are 37
black first-year students in the
Class of 2009, just one less than
a year ago, and blacks make up
6.4 percent of the entering class
— on par with last year's report
of 6.7 percent.
In the past five years, the
financial aid budget has
increased 49 percent, and for

While Trinity does face very real budgetary issues, the College is determined to
stay the course in supporting all diversity.

SENIOR EDITORS
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From the Editor:
In the Apr. 26, 2005 issue of the Tripod, I wrote an op-ed entitled, "Quad Litter
Expression of Disrespect, Entitlement." I basically outlined a short experience I
had in which I realized with disdain that many of my fellow students here have
adopted an attitude of apathy towards the betterment of the College, and have
taken for granted what we have h e r ^ g f ^ i being slow to get involved with the
multitude of lectures, programs, and events offered to us. I called out the studentbody to take ownership of our college, to take personal responsibility - at the
very least by picking up our own trash. I also encouraged us to realize "Trinity's
potential as a resource."
I bring this up because I feel like I have to amend that opinion. In the article mentioned above, I had based my editorial on the assumption that our school holds its
student-body at the center of all its major concerns. It still holds that we have to
take advantage of the opportunities granted to us here, yet I have to emphasize
. the implication of my earlier piece by saying that we should not take those opportunities for granted.
I feel that lately, student awaieness has been at an all-time high in terms of an
unwillingness to let the inequities and problems on campus pass by unnoticed.
The apathy I once thought incurable has been replaced with a degree of sensitivity to on-campus issues I hadn't imagined as a possibility.
The onus is now on the administration. The student-body I know is no longer
asleep to issues we have become mired in. We owe it to ourselves and the future
of Trinity to always question the actions of the College's decision-makers. We
should not be afraid to consider if we are getting what we deserve.
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be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances.. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod, The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
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dents, financial aid plays an
increasingly important role in
the college selection process. It
can make the difference
between a qualified student's
choosing to attend Trinity or
electing to enroll somewhere
else.
As Larry Dow '73, Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid,
maintains, "increasing the
resources for financial aid will
allow us to attract the most qualified candidates for admission.
Simply relying on our current
resource base will ultimately
erode that quality over time."
The College has, in recent
years, made a concerted effort to

this fiscal year represents an 18
percent increase over last year.
While Trinity does face very
real budgetary issues, the
College is determined to stay the
course in supporting all forms of
diversity at Trinity. The two
budget categories that have
remained inviolate are the funds
the SGA administers and the
resources for financial aid.
Trinity awards virtually all
institutional- funds based on
demonstrated financial need.
For the 2005-2006 academic
year, the College will provide
more than $23 million in institutional grants to approximately
850 traditional undergraduates

Trinity awards virtually all institutional
funds based on demonstrated financial
need.
increase diversity in the student
body and provide the necessary
financial aid to achieve this
goal. Over the last five years,
the numbers of students of color
in first-year classes at Trinity
were as follows: 121 (Class of
2009), 139 (Class of 2008), 89
(Class of 2007), 93 (Class of
2006), and 86 (Class of 2005).
Even though the number of students of color in the Class of
2009 was not as large as in the
previous year, it represents an
increase of 27 percent over the
number of students of color in
the class five years ago.
The College's efforts with
respect to African American
enrollments were noted in the
Journal of Blacks in Higher

and 90 students in the
Individualized Degree Program.
The average institutional
grant is projected to be over
$25,000 per recipient. In addition to its institutional funds, the
College will administer approximately $1 million in need-based
federal grants and about
$625,000 in need-based state
grants this year. Trinity students
will also be the recipients of
approximately $675,000 in private scholarships.
On average, 40 percent of
Trinity undergraduates have
received some form of financial
aid annually in recent years.
However, this percentage puts
see FINANCIAL AID on page 4

Trinity kids head back to campus in a post-Thanksgiving stupor —
the cause of copious amounts of gravy in our bloodstreams, the
Christmas juggernaut, and the 14 hours of straight sleep per night.
The Cave gets into the holiNew e-mail log-in takes up
day spirit - with nothing but ^ f more time than Facebook
protein bars and potato chips.
surfing.
Outdoor heater at Crow.
Harry Potter Part IV makes
for a magical holiday.

Indoor cold showers.

, . We say goodbye to the one and
* • * • only Mr. Miyagi, Pat Morita.
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An Alum on Trinity Football Study-in' Fails at
Achieving Goals

GAVIN O'REILLY
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Over the past several weeks,
I have been appalled by some
alumni/parent contributions to
the Tripod. These contributors, a
term I use loosely, question the
priorities of our dear alma mater,
suggesting that Trinity has chosen the Scoreboard over scholastics. In the process, they have
attempted to discredit and smear,
knowingly or not, the hard work
and dedication of the student athletes that help in making Trinity
the well-rounded, top-ranked liberal arts college it is today.
A few of these Letters to the
Editor have meandered along a
disconnected path to come to the
illogical conclusion that success
on the football field is somehow
inversely related to academic
prowess and standing. Senior
Tim Coughlin aptly and system-

year football letter winner, perhaps was too humble to say, "I
disprove that." He could have
also pointed such alums in the
direction of players at Harvard
and Penn who won every Ivy

The majority of players are accepted at
multiple NESCAC schools and select
Trinity for a myriad of reasons.
League championship from
2000-2004 or even Williams,
who reigned supreme in the
NESCAC prior to Trinity's
recent dominance.
It is disconcerting that many
alumni don't seem to recognize
that by choosing Trinity, its athletes are inherently putting academics ahead of sports. The
football players, many, if not all,
of which are talented enough to
play at higher levels, forego an

It is disconcerting that many alumni don't
recognize that by choosing Trinity, athletes
are putting academics ahead of sports.
atically illustrated in the Nov. 1
issue that this is certainly not the
case. Coughlin, a member of the
All-Academic team and a four-

academic excellence, explore
study abroad opportunities and
still play their favorite game (or
two games for multi-sport athletes).
If not putting athletics first,

opportunity to play in the playoffs or on the national stage
because they'd rather go to
Trinity where they can pursue

why is it that Trinity has dominated the NESCAC gridiron over
the past 30 games? Does Trinity
College appropriate greater
funds to football than other
NESCAC schools, thus compromising the academic integrity of
the school? Absolutely not. In
fact, Trinity's football program
has taken more steps than any
other school in the league to
avoid using funds from the
College through the growth of its
parent
and
alumni-led
Touchdown Club. Does Trinity
accept lesser students that
wouldn't get in to other
NESCAC schools consequently
degrading the quality of Trinity's
student body? Not even close.
The majority of players are
accepted at multiple NESCAC
see FOOTBALL on page 5

Politics are Key in Alito Nod
DAN ANIXT

was an even more qualified jurist
and respected constitutional scholar than Alito. For example, his
book The Antitrust Paradox is still
widely considered to be one of the
leading works written on antitrust
law. Bork also believed and
wrote that the First Amendment
and other parts of the Bill of
Rights should be narrowly construed.

moderate Anthony Kennedy who,
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
a few years later, would be the
Adrienne Gaffney's op-ed
deciding vote in upholding the
"No Real Case Against Alito"
right to abortion.
presents the rather idealistic view
The difference between now
that politics does not or should not
and then is that the Republicans
play into the Senate confirmation
control the Senate, though thankprocess for the Supreme Court.
fully not by a filibuster-proof
Specifically, that Alito's views,
majority. Also, Alito is doing a
including his unequivocal stance
masterful job of hiding his true
that abortion is not protected by
colors so as to avoid the
Democrats closing ranks to filibuster his nomination. In converProtesting Alito reflects a lack of undersations with Democrats, he stated
standing of how the confirmation process
that he "respects" the precedent of
plays out or a desire to bend the rules.
Roe v. Wade, which is fine and
dandy, except for the fact that his
Needless to say, Bork was and respecting that particular decision
the Constitution, should not bar
does not mean he would not vote
him
from
confirmation. remains an enthusiastic supporter
to overturn it once on the Court. I
However, such sentiments belie of overturning Roe v. Wade. Like
sincerely hope that the Democrats,
the fact that the Senate does, and Alito, Bork was being nominated
including those wavering memshould, in my opinion, take the to fill the seat of a retiring moderate justice and, also like Alito, his bers from so-called "red states"
viewpoints of nominees into consideration in the confirmation nomination had the potential to develop some backbone, stop this
process. Particularly when a shift the balance of the Court. nomination, and send Bush a mesnominee maintains extreme posi- Bork, unlike 'Alito, who is now sage that he should nominate a
mainstream conservative onto the
tions on the rights of criminal trying to hide his beliefs in hopes
Court in the mold of O'Connor.
of
getting
confirmed,
made
no
defendants, civil rights, voting
bones
about
his
views
(which
I
As for Bush's re-election as a
rights, the extent of the Commerce
kind
of
respect,
even
though
I
popular
mandate for him to nomiClause and, yes, abortion.
thought
he
would
be
a
disaster
if
nate
Alito,
I think his re-election
Contrary to what was stated in
confirmed).
His
confirmation
was
more
a
product of people's
Gaffney's piece, the Senate has,
hearings
were
among
the
most
fears
about
terrorism
and the relarelatively recently, rejected a nominee to the Court precisely contentious seen in Washington. tive weakness of John Kerry as a
because of his viewpoint which When Bork came up for a vote, candidate than anything else.
the Senate, largely on a party line Most moderate Republicans and
was extremely conservative. In
vote, rejected him. After this
independents I know told me that
1987, President Reagan nominatdefeat, Reagan went back to the
ed Robert Bork to the U.S.
drawing board and appointed
see OBJECTIONS on page 5
Supreme Court. Bork arguably

HANNA GHALEB
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
As James Thaler wrote in the
Nov. 15 issue of the Tripod, "18
students unassociated with any
formal organization held a
'study-in' on Vernon St."
Reasons for the demonstration
included contrasting studying
with "normal" Trinity College
Saturday night behavior and promoting a dialogue evaluating that
behavior, but also maintaining

variety of non-drinking options,
which implies that going to the
frats and doing your homework
are mutually exclusive and suggests that you must pick between
the two. It was as if scholarship
and socializing were pitted
against one another, and I happen
to be strongly active in both. A
representative of the group told
the Tripod last week that, "by
inserting studying into Vernon
St. some of us hoped to make a

The demonstration fostered judgmental
behavior and further divided our campus.
that the group's intent was not to
encourage studying on a
Saturday night. However, the
demonstration itself did not convey this message, and some of
the students involved seemed to
have confrontational goals in
mind. Rather than offer an alternative view of Trinity weekend
activities, the demonstration fostered judgmental behavior and
further divided our campus.
Choosing Vernon St. as the
site for the "study-in" is a clear
indication that people attending
fraternity parties were being targeted. Also, the activity chosen
to exhibit non-Vernon St. behavior was studying rather than a

symbolic statement that would
challenge the idea that the two
are mutually exclusive." Yet the
presentation read, "We're studying and you're not. Look at how
different we are" with some notso-subtle judging underlying it
all. Perhaps I misread it, but
since the members of the "studyin" had agreed to only disclose so
much as "I'm studying" when
prodded, I was left to interpret at
will. So much for dialogue.
The sit-in format of the
demonstration probably meant to
evoke a sense of quiet nobility
and pacifism but managed to
see VERNON ST. on page 5
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Dear Jimmy...
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In Defense of Tutorial College

Miller failed to mention is the
professional commitment to
Tutorial College that these proPresident Jones Answers Students' Question!
fessors must undertake. They
must leave their departmental
" What makes for a good camteaching duties for two whole
its intellectual atmosphere, and
years, to be devoted completely
what is necessary to acheive
to two different classes of tutorithat?"
al students. It is stepping outside
of their professional comfort
Many of us think that the University
zone
to do something that is
Being able to be on the same level as
of Chicago under the presidency of
unique
to Trinity College. The
Robert Maynard Hutchins exemplifies
your professors in a discussion surely has
payback
is that the students in
he ideal intellectual environment.
Tutorial will receive more attensome value to your knowledge.
|Hutohity> made Chicago into one of the
tion, instruction, and time with
leading universities in the entire world by
also by the recent report of stuMiller's main objections to professors than virtually any
insisting on excellence in three catedents petitioning to leave the pro- Tutorial are at the relationship other setting at Trinity.
gories: excellence iri the faculty, excellence in the student body,
gram but remain in their housing. between the program and the proIt seems to me that this is
excellence in the curriculum, I have always thought that this
My own experience was gen- fessors that are involved in it. He
something worth striving for,
model was indeed the best one could pursue. Even today, 50 years
erally positive, which is in accorrejects the model of professors even if it is hard to convince proafter the recasting of the University of Chicago into a world-class
dance
with
NoaLandes's
account
teaching material that they are fessors, because after all our libinstitntion of higher learning, there is one great story about the
of other students' recent experinot necessarily experts in, and eral arts education (which Miller
intellectual ethos there, to wit that even the graffiti in the library's
ences at Tutorial. I was able to
says that the lack of desire for
suggests "is a rejection of the
men's room was intensely intellectual. On one bathroom stall was
approach my own education in an professors to teach in Tutorial European arid university tradition
apparently written, "Will the individual who took the second book
entirely different way than the
College is a manifestation of a
of practicality to a post-education
of the; Poetics please return, same to the front desk?" One had to
rest of my undergraduate educagreater attitude against interdisci- end"). Two weeks ago, the Web
be fairly intelligent to know that the second book of Aristotle's
tion. Discussions that we had in plinary cooperation.
site S3ate.com published a series
Paetk's has been lost, at Jeast since the sacking of the library in
seminars
were
guided
by
students
I think that Ben Miller has it of articles on college education
Alexandria. As the Italians say, "Si hon £vem, ihentrovato" ("If
and
professors
equally,
and
the
precisely
backwards. One of the today, chiefly to address the crithis is not true,-it is well found").
, •
learning
process
had
a
freedom
sis that is universities and colgreatest
strengths
of Tutorial is
My own ideal of a good campus atmosphere was mirrored just
that
most
lecture
and
even
disleges moving away from a stress
that
your
experience
is
largely
last Wednesday afternoon right here on our campus. The Reverend
cussion-based
classes
at
Trinity
Doctor Charles Curran lectured on the papacy to a crowd of sturarely offer. Our own interests
Furthermore, it is unfair to attack
dents, faculty, staff, and townspeople, all of whom came to Trinity
largely determined assignments
to listen to one of the world's leading moral theologians speak
Tutorial College on the basis of professors
and projects. Academic curiosity
about the past and the future of the Catholic church. I shall carry
not wanting to participate in the program.
was inevitably our motivating
away with me mental pictures, of the students in my seminar greetfactor,
and
not
only
because
we
ing the famous man who had his tenure abrogated by his universidid not receive any grades until
determined by the actions that on undergraduate education and
ty in the. 1980s and who then was forbidden to teach in any Catholic
the end of the year. We were able
you take, the discussions that you
towards research and publication.
school for the rest of his life (after which he was immediately
to
build
close
social
bonds
in
this
have,
and the w a y that you
It seems painfully obvious to me
appointed to the Scuriock Professorship of Human Valttes at
program, and this social comfort
choose to utilize the resources of
that this model is not entirely
Southern Methodist University). Following the lecture, we had a
resulted in greater comfort your professors. Even if a pro- understood Atemif^HpiiUiMN^wiWiw^Miiiiii^^
expressing and discussing confessor is not expert in a field, arts college. After all. Miller's
whom had been studying some of the greatest public intellectuaLs
cepts in the classroom.
their abilities to lead discussions
example of students discussing
in Western civilization, sittihe at a small table talking to this disand provoke intellectual dis- philosophy on Friday nights at a
There are two strains of
ciii'si. in llifii e-mail* to MIL- io!lo\um: Wediii-sdjA
course is why they are in the pro- different university reminds me
objections that have been voiced
i'se •Members ofoui seminar wrou. iba Tiiuily invj., LO
1
gram. I know that in my primary most of discussions that we
year
for
Tutorial
College.
The
hme more, lecture : ot iliis uililici and Lh;u SUJII disciissioii* maikeJ
seminar discussions, Dan Lloyd would have at all hours of the day
first
was
discussed
specifically
iho hc-sl ii| (hciruihlcigiadiMLt' veiii.-.
was able to help me understand
by
Landes,
which
are
the
chaland week at Tutorial College.
All oi which got me ihiiiking about llutcliiris. ilu- L'ni\ei»n\ of
concepts
that
weren't
even
in
his
lenges
specific
to
this
year's
tutoWhile I do not have room
nJ wlut is hes! .I'toui -.ciiMols. Schools, esnef-ialN in a j
area of expertise, philosophy. At here to discuss in detail students
iutclluctUtil Slitting such as 'Inri'iy V HUM K1 iihom disburse | rial students and faculty. I cannot
the same time, being able to be wanting to remain in Tutorial
• m :urilt'rs &eAi (..s was 'he. c.hi1 v :ih F.iilur C'UIT.HI !.iM week) or \ speak to these challenges,
on the same level as your profes- housing after leaving the prosmall (J\ iiioat ot our li-iuh di»cjsnions in Mather might bo), j because I have not been a part of
sors in a discussion surely has gram, I am opposed to this polithis year's unique experience in
'lnni'.y should provide the '•"est po^ilile MIC fo> thought Till, critical '
some value to your knowledge. cy. Tutorial has the potential to
Tutorial.
«Miiiis in cKis&es and laboratories but, poihapa inure unpor- •
Isn't this situation similar to the be among the best learning expe!
The
second
strain
of
objecy, outside ihc normal venues of formalized ochiCriiirtn .is well.
learning paradigms aporia of
tions, however, is concerned with
riences of your educational
Schools should provide tour \cais ot diM-iisMon^ on weighty I
Socrates and Plato, or the "begin1
the
ideologies
of
the
program
career. To put blame on the proLlicm-j^ aiid on more modi it ones, but schools must above all else |
ner's mind" of Zen Buddhism?
itself, which are expressed in
fessors, or to want to get the
pmvidc a plate for discussions helween those oi us who aie oldoi
Furthermore, it is unfair to reward of great housing without
and h()p'.-tu:ly wiser and llmsi- oi you who will m the blink or the J Miller's op-ed and in the words
attack Tutorial College on the working to create this strong
and actions of those students
provtfbjal eye lepLico us at oui respective tusks .is schools must
basis of professors not wanting to learning community, is to act
involved with the petition to keep
provide discussion^ among us all legaidicss <il our station in life
participate in the program. What
their housing. Miller expresses
selfishly as a student.
I Ihink that moM members of the faculty Love ihc idra nf .1
school because, J I loot, schools are sites ot inquiry whete ule.is
abound and flourish, wlieic idea- <ue debated and discussed, and
whcie the map it spaik of learning is UJHisniiited by uric generation
ti> the next Thai has calami} been the case with me. I w.ilkcJ
continued from page 3
firmly committed to providing
sustain our commitment to
itilo kindereaiten S3 \cirs ago j n J just fell in love willi the idea of
us in the lower tier in this categreater access to our strongest
diversity.
school, and I have been blessed indeed newr to have had to sp^nd
gory among peer colleges, many
applicants and helping create
As President Jones has said
otu: day since outside such a noble pluu.1 as a scnool ever since
of which provide approximately
greater diversity within our stu- many times in alumni gatherWhen ourTiimiy suuiems leccntly ur^eil us lo e.\->cmd ihu R.iethrr
50 percent of grants to their student body. The planned capital ings, "increasing our ability to
Lihraiy's h'nir.i and lo nuke certain that we had ;i >tud\ .spaic open
dents. In addition, the federal
campaign will make financial provide financial aid will allow
2-' '•* whili" -k-h'iol i.- in -cssion, i » a - a \or\ happy fellow sincv
government is considering drasaid and support of diversity its
us to continue to attract top stutheir icniesi> uiulei-^nici how si-iioasly n!au\ of om students
tic cuts in federal loans to finanview itu;r intellc-lual :ts[:on:>ibih:ies hen1 R£i|uc\si<: like those we
cially needy students with proThe planned capital campaign will
received .ite welcomed any uay linw those icquesis pnni: 10 our posals that could slash subsidies
make financial aid and support of diversity
students' own sens* of wlut lies ;•! the heail m\i <ch"ii!. uueliccUiby one-third over the next five
al inqaiiy ~n
years.
its single largest priority.
This is a serious threat to
student aid, and we hope this
single largest priority.
dents from around the corner
Please send any questions
will prompt Trinity students to
Trinity's operating budget
and across the globe. Future
take action and rally in opposialready provides some 83 per- generations of Trinity students
for President Jones
tion to such drastic cuts, as they
cent of the College's financial
are counting on us.
have
shown a willingness to do
aid resources. Only a dramatic
to tripod@trincoll.edu.
Given that Trinity graduates
in support of financial aid and
increase in private gifts for new contribute so much to their comdiversity on this campus.
scholarship endowments can munities and to the world, our
improve our ability to secure responsibility to provide greater
The President, trustees, and
senior officers of the College are "the best and the brightest" and
access is even more profound.
specific faults of the Tutorial
College model, and how these
general faults manifest themAs a recent student of
selves throughout Trinity. Evan
Tutorial College, I have been disNorris' Nov. 11 article addressed
turbed by reports of the program
in this publication. I am sur- the aforementioned housing
issue, and I disagree with the stuprised by the responses to this
program by Noa Landes (Nov. 1) dents critical of the program on
and by Ben Miller (Nov. 8) and both fronts.
DREW SAMUELS

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Financial Aid a Top Priority
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Objections to Judge Alito Football Criticism flawed
Should Not be Silenced Team's Efforts Represent the Ideals Trinity Holds Dear
continued from page 3
they voted for him for that reason while
largely abhorring his social views.
Indeed, the electoral mandate for Bush was
less than overwhelming and his poll numbers currently do not reflect much popular
support. When a majority of Americans

In all likelihood, given the clever way
Alito is being packaged and the spinelessness of the Democrats, it sadly appears that
Alito will get his slot on the Court.
Looking at the current composition of the
Court, the right to the abortion (barely) will
still remain the law of the land despite his

It is not wrong to take a nominee's views into consideration when deciding whether to confirm him,
regardless of his credentials.
favor keeping abortion legal, that is the
guide Bush should follow in selecting a
nominee. Of course, as with all other
social issues, Bush feels compelled to kowtow to his most extreme supporters.
It is not wrong to take a nominee's
views into consideration when deciding
whether to confirm him, regardless of his
credentials. After all, President Clinton
chose two moderate jurists that would not
generate the ire of conservatives even
though he had a Democrat majority in the

nomination. The same may not be true for
other cherished rights, but they won't likely
be massively altered either.
However, the country will then only be
one retirement or death away from an utter
nightmare. It will be a disaster if Bush gets
that chance to add a critical fifth vote to the
Court to start turning the clock back 100
years in this country. Not just the right to
an abortion, but the right to use contraception, freedom from unreasonable search and
seizure, separation of church and state, the

continued from page 3
schools and select Trinity for a myriad of
reasons (increasing selectivity for Trinity
and decreasing it for our peers for the U.S.
News & World Report cronies out there).
In addition, Trinity's football team represents greater ethnic, geographic and socioeconomic diversity than the greater student
body, which is clearly an area in which the
college must improve.
The reason for the football team's success goes hand in hand with achievement
in academia and the "real world" to which
some of the previous writers have eluded;
the reason is hard work. Chuck Priore, far
and away the hardest-working coach in the
NESCAC, instills his work ethic in his

... the football team's success goes hand in hand with
achievement in academia and the "real world"... the
reason is hard work-

coaching staff and players and "shame on
you" to any alumni who don't appreciate
that. The coaching staff knows that the top
job for their players is to excel in the classroom, so they install effective game plans
and workout programs that can be executed without negotiating time dedicated to
academics. More than anyone else, however, the players should be commended. In
federal government's ability to provide for order to win 30 consecutive games, the
the most needy and helpless in society, will players must always outwork the weekly
all be put in jeopardy when that day comes opponent with unwavering focus, determito pass. We'll be lucky if we recognize the nation and teamwork, all of which we can
agree are valuable skills in other arenas.
Constitution in 10 years.
Remember, folks, it is a lifetime They must do this not only on autumn
Saturdays but throughout the year.
appointment.
But wait, you say, throughout the year?
They are losing their priorities, then. I beg
to differ. As a player, my offseason
Sundays started with a well-balanced
breakfast and a trip to the library before
hitting the gym for Sunday workouts and
going back to the library for a full session
of studying. Meanwhile, millions of col-

It will be a disaster if Bush gets that chance to add a
critical fifth vote to the Court to start turning the clock
back ioo years in this country.
Senate at the time. He could have nominated an eminently qualified liberal such as
Laurence Tribe, but concluded (sensibly)
that the American people prefer moderates
on the bench and thus chose two consensus
nominees who were overwhelmingly confirmed.

Along tke ^StfxoT&g^Stfsik...
(fMVl

lurkey.
Ibrakim Jikrell 09

Pumpkin
umpkin pie.
— latima J alri 08

"Stuffing, of course. '
Lou JVturillo '06

"^M-acaroni and ckeese.'
~- Emma Etkeridge 08

iked potatoes.
-David Ktmoall-Stamey '09

Compiled by Adrienne Gaffney
Photographed by Chelsea Naftelberg

lege students, including athletes on
opposing teams, had barely awoken from
their alcohol-induced slumber to stuff
their face with cold pizza and Chinese
food (not that I am frowning upon drinking or pizza-eating. I love doing both, but
they won't help you ace your exams or
win a conference championship).
In the summer time, I had the pleasure
of working out with players from other
NESCAC squads including Middlebury,
Williams and Hamilton. They were quite
liberal with what they cut out of their
poorly-focused workouts. I, like the
majority of my teammates, didn't miss a
single rep or sprint in our first-class quality workout program. My point is not to

relive my glory days of college, but to
give a first hand account of what the
Trinity football program has built its success on: good, old-fashioned hard work.
So congratulations to Coach Priore
(who in "airing it out," as one alum put it,
threw the ball only twice after the first
drive of the third quarter, called off his
offense entirely in the fourth quarter to
score zero points and spread the ball out
to an amazing 17 different players on
offense in a 63-7 victory over the
Cardinals of Wesleyan). Congratulations
to his staff and congratulations to his
players, particularly his 31-1 seniors, for
outworking the competition for another
year and executing for eight more
Saturdays. Congratulations to all. of
Trinity's fall teams and athletes for successful seasons; the vast majority of us
realize the time and effort of being a
scholar athlete at a school as fine as
Trinity, and we hold you in the highest
regard.

Vernon St. Display Only
Divides Student Body
continued from page 3
remain quite hostile. As I just said, they
picked Vernon St. of all places because
they sought out an audience where there is
the highest concentration of drunken people so they could proclaim their studious
behavior. When I (or more likely, one of
my friends) stay in on a Saturday night
strangers don't knock down my door with
a handle of Dubra so we can explore the
dichotomy of late-night activity.
I understand that the studying was
meant to be a symbol pronounced by its
misplacement on Vernon St., which makes
it hard to understand why Chris Moore
told the Tripod, "We were studying
because we had work to do." If that were
truly the case, I think you would find
somewhere indoors a bit more conducive
to learning. By saying that, he shies away
from the symbolism of it all. Moore also
felt that the aggression they experienced
from party-goers "stemmed from the belligerent students' struggling to justify their
own actions." This could be true, but
more likely any belligerence could be
attributed to having made the choice of
sound mind to have a couple drinks and go
out, and then being judged and criticized
for that choice. I felt attacked and Iknow
others did as well.
If this demonstration was meant to

guide us to examine "whether the dominant Vernon St. social culture is satisfactory to [our] social life," as Ben Miller of the
"study-in" group told the Tripod, it is
completely belittling to the character of
students at Trinity College. Give us a little credit. And is going to the frats really
so appalling that you don't understand
why people would want to go? There are
tons of campus events every weekend. We
live in a city, so concerts and shows
abound, and there is always the option of
staying in with friends. I know the other
options, but my weekend nights are spent
primarily on Vernon St. It is there that I
have the most fun at the littlest expense. I
don't think my life needs evaluating
because of that fact. I affiliate myself with
many varied circles, so I resent being
clumped into a homogenous, drunken
"other."
This year especially, I have appreciated continuing efforts (often by the same
people) to better this campus through discussion and programs. However, I did not
see the need for the group on Saturday,
Nov. 12 to pass judgment on a large faction of average Trinity students. It pushed
people away from the cause and is perpetuating the narrow-mindedness, prejudice
and mutual disrespect I used to think those
people were against.

ffl«WV*gWfc*aws
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Forum Considers Women's Safety Conference Helps
presence of Safe Walk, a program
initiated to walk with individuals
whom have a safety concern, the
The Open Forum on Women's
program is "not expansive
Rights earlier this month discussed
many pertinent topics, not only of enough." Many present advocated
importance to women but also the that this program should receive
general community. Lucille St. more funding, or at least have a
Germain, the chairperson of the larger program to accommodate
the needs of the campus. Women at
President's Special Council on
the forum also raised issues with
Women, overlooked the forum, as
• female staff and administrative the "unpunctual nature" of campus
safety, when helping uneasy walkmembers came together to voice
ers during the night.
their concerns on campus issues.
The other pertinent issue
"Open forums provide us with
brought up during the forum was
ideas for committee work for the
lack of proper orientation for new
year," said St. Germain. "We listen
employees. Under the status quo,
to concerns and through the course
"orientation
is not extensive
of the year (or more) form comenough.
It
would've
helped to
mittees within our council to
address/mitigate/resolve these con- know who did what or who to go
to for what," was one concern
cerns." The forum served as a
raised, one that could be answered
place where women could convene
with "more extensive employee
and discuss important issues that
orientation." Many also believed
have arisen. Those present also
that the supervisors themselves
vowed to make their changes
need
to undergo training, to be
implemented on campus. Topics
taught
what issues they should
discussed spanned from issues of
campus safety to better orientation address for new employees. One
person suggested that new employfor new employees.
ees
be "given time off to tour the
Participants noted a concern
campus." This tour, however,
over safety during the nighttime
would not be a typical admissions
hours. "I work late into the night,
tour, but rather a more extensive
and there are times I just don't feel
•
safe," said one individual; Many; tour into the inner woilf^gSjgyjjg.,,,,
College. For those new employees
shared this worry, brought about
without
such luxury of time, someby uneasiness while walking on
one
suggested
the use of a "video
the lower long walk. Despite the
SAN-EOU LAN

NEWS WRITER

tour" as a way to acquaint individuals with the campus.
The forum also discussed the
apparent lack of communication
on campus. As orated by a member
present, "we have various forms of
exchange, but no one is aware of
this. There needs to be a greater
amount of communication." The
forum recommended that pertinent
issues should be highlighted or
noted on the Trinity Exchange.
Since all participants were either
staff or administrative members,
they also suggested a staff meeting,
similar to the faculty meetings,
where important issues could be
brought up for discussion.
The final issue that was discussed briefly was safety in parking areas. Many of the participants
park on Zion Street and feel uneasy
walking there during the night. The
forum agreed to explore the possibility of having Trinity put more
light fixtures along the street, to
increase safety and decrease the
amount of theft. At the end, the
open forum was able to expose the
concerns of its participants and
also help implement these changes.
These implementations, however,
do not just help the female mem-

Minorities Succeed
CARMELZAHRAN
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

demic goals. On Friday, many
conference participants attended
Trinity sponsored the fifth
and participated in a Talent Show
annual National CHAS Men of
sponsored by MOCA and organColor Conference on the weekized by Narin Prum '06 and Femi
end of Nov. 18-20. CHAS
Faoye '08. The show brought
(Consortium
for
Higher together students' lyrical and
Achievement
and Success)
poetic talents and sparked the
brings together colleges similar beginning of the conference in an
to Trinity in its racial make-up to
upbeat and congenial attitude.
help minority students in a vari"The performance was successful
ety of ways.
in conjunction with the Men of
Color Alliance Workshop," said
In the past CHAS has focused
Sarah Carter '06, who received
to help minority students estabthird place for a poetic rap.
lish a network and contacts with
alumni and create a "posse" for
Speakers from other academlife. This year's focus was to ic institutions such as New York
work on the "retention, success, University, Wesleyan University,
and satisfaction of African
Vassar College, and Iowa State
American and Latino Male University
combined
with
College
Students."
CHAS Trinity's own professors to lead
worked in conjunction with Men
the workshops that were primariof Color Alliance, a student run
ly held on Saturday. After openorganization whose purpose is to ing remarks by Dean of
"unify men of color on campus
Multicultural Affairs
Karla
and to increase the awareness of
Spurlock-Evans,
Dean
of
its members and other Trinity
Students Frederick Alford, and
students to the issues pertaining
Prum, the workshops began.
to men of color."
Prum commented the most powerful event he attended was one
Guests stayed at the nearby

' rather the issues brought up are students for meetings and lec- Johnny E. Williams. His workconcerns for all members of the tures that focused primarily on
college, regardless of gender.
see TRINITY on page 8
how students can achieve aca-

SGA Minutes - Nov.28 Facebook Raises Privacy Concerns
a resolution to the SGA
g the housing of J a m s
students
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e Shon's Repoii
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lo set- Cuipse Bride with Beth
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in&ti'UiJ.
"buit"
i\ Brendan's Report
i
i
1.
b-Bonc "Commutations" noeds to t v
wcitoil on the ^aibage piohlem, changed
•;pt>ke w nli Bob toda> and he said
that because they've been bogged
VJ, New Business
down with leai clenn-up, little haa. Zii/u's 1 esolution:
been done
motion !o nhle it to committee.
d. Zii/u will be
Motion dppiowJ.
••al Dt lust week's nun-

FABRIZIO MONTERMINI
NEWS WRITER

In recent national news,
there have been occurrences in
which postings on the Facebook
have had a negative impact on
students' disciplinary records
and job applications.
A sophomore at Fisher
College in Boston was expelled
for comments he posted on
Facebook that were "in violation
of the Student Guide and Code
of Conduct," Fisher College
spokesman John McLaughlin
told national news outlets at the
time.
However, multiple faculty
and staff members have assured
that nothing to this effect ever
happens at Trinity. Most, in fact,
are shocked at the idea that the
Facebook is used for disciplinary purposes. "That strikes me
as strange and out of character of
an educational institution," said
Professor of History Gary Reger.
TJ.
Barber,
Associate
Director for the Office of
Campus Life, indicated that
there was an instance in which a
"graduating
senior
[from
Trinity] lost a job at Disney due
to her Facebook account contradicting some of her answers
from an interview and information contained on her resume."
However, Career Specialist
Joe Stramondo noted that it

Noa Landes

Students may notice a recent increase in faculty profiles.
seems unlikely for outside
employers to use Facebook as an
evaluation
resource.
He
explained that he "can't see how
this would at all be a practical
means of gathering information,"
because
Facebook
requires "a valid e-mail address
from the school that the student
goes to" in order to look at the
profile. In addition, students can
toggle their privacy settings to

limit access even further.
Career Services, the Office
of Campus Life, and the
Internship Office do not officially use Facebook as a reference
when hiring individuals. The
Office of Campus Life uses
Facebook to "communicate with
students about programming and
housing information," but it has
see FACULTY on page 8
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New Security Measures
Introduced at Library

continued from page 1
order and will be installed on their
arrival. Card-reading turnstiles, similar to
the ones found in the athletic complex,
are another alternative. Richard Ross, the
College Librarian, endorses the idea, as it
would ease the burden on library staff.
Those without an ID would still be able to
enter the library but would have to visit a
staff member before being granted access.
Holding Ross back are monetary issues,
as the library is suffering the same budget crisis felt by the rest of the departments
and facilities.
Ross was quick to point out that there
are no plans to make the library open to
card access only. The Raether center is
both information and technology center
and library and, despite increased control
over access to the stacks, the college
wants to make its collections and
resources available to as many people as
possible, granted they have scholarly
interests in mind. According to the internal memo, "the Library has long standing
'social obligations' to allow library
resources to be used by the local scholar-

ly community and the surrounding neighborhood community; and the Raether
center is often a focus and gathering point
for the broader Trinity community (like
alumni/ae, parents and donors) who are
not necessarily expected to have a Trinity
ID card." Trinity's is not a public library,
however, and is not held to the same standards as the Hartford public libraries.
Students, including those who work in
the library, have raised concerns and have
leveled complaints at the library's new
security measures. Criticism usually
focuses on the unnecessary burden placed
on students, especially those who have
forgotten to bring their IDs and on barring
local residents from enjoying the library's
resources. The library is beginning to
install new barriers and security systems
which would make the process easier for
students, non-students and staff and make
the library entrance look less like an "airport checkpoint." As Ross states in his
memo, however, the barriers are meant to
direct traffic to the circulation desk and
stricter security is designed to protect
those students already in the building.

Books Requested for 'Cops~N~
Kids' Drive
Kappa Kappa Gamma will collect new or gently used books
for a community outreach program conducted by the Northside
Institutions Neighborhood Alliance (NINA) and Southside
Institutions Neighborhood Alliance (SINA) in partnership with
the Hartford Police Department. Book drop locations will be at
Mather Hall, the Bistro and Hamlin through Dec. 2.
The "Cops-N-Kids" effort provides Hartford police officers
with books to give to kids as they patrol the Asylum Hill, Frog
Hollow and Barry Square neighborhoods. Officers also stop at
the Aetna Center for Families, Mi Casa and the Boys & Girls
Club, to hand out books to neighborhood children.

Fall Internship Stats Released
The Internship Office reports that 58 students are participating
in internships at 40 different agencies in the Greater Hartford area
and beyond. Of these 40 organizations, 22 are for-profit and 18 are
not-for-profit. These numbers do not include some 33 students
participating in internships at global sites.
Represented are 40 members of the Class of 2006,11 from the
Class of 2007, six from the Class of 2008, and one IDP student.
Students majoring in economics had the most internships with 17.

Inter Arts Students Host Exhibit
Students from, the InterArts program and Broad Street Arts
Collective are j p p g t m g J M ^ i e ^ ^
Celebration" at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow at the Broad Street Art
Gallery. The exhibition features art produced by children of the
Learning Corridor's Montessori Magnet School working in collaboration with InterArts students.

W&

Bus Trip to NYC this Saturday

s'ror

Noa Landes

The metal gates at the new checkpoint will be replaced with plexiglass barriers.

Campus
Safety
Report
The following incidents
occurred between Nov. 12
and Nov. 27:
November 12
11:23 PM. Officers
responded to the second
floor of North Campus dormitory to find two local
youth in the hallway. When
questioned, the two stated
they had walked in behind a

student and were trying to talk to people
in the dormitory.
Officers turned the
individuals over to
Hartford Police and
they were charged
with trespassing.

The Office of Campus Life has space for 17 students for a
bus trip to New York City, along with University of Hartford
and St. Joseph's College students for shopping and sightseeing.
The cost is $ 5.00 and interested students may sign up at
Mather Front Desk. The bus leaves Mather Hall promptly at
8:15 a.m. and the drop-off and pickup will be Rockefeller
Center. Any questions may be directed to the Mather Front
Desk.

the rear parking lot of
Wiggins dormitory. The student stated that an Alpine
CD player valued at $350
had been stolen. Hartford
Police are investigating the
incident.
November 19

November 17

7:40 AM.
Officers
responded to a fire alarm on
the second floor of
Anadama. It was determined
that a student had set off the
alarm while cooking in the
room. The room was ventilated and alarm reset.

8:39 PM. Campus Safety
is investigating a reported
guitar theft in the first floor
practice room of Vernon
Place. The guitar is
described to be a 1999
Fender Jimmy Vaughan
Signature model valued at
$650.

November 13

November'20

3:40 PM. A student
reported a theft from a car in

6:37
PM. • Officers
responded to a fire alarm at

the Umoja House at 72
Vernon St. Upon arrival,
officers observed a group of
students standing outside
and smoke and flames coming from a second floor window.
Hartford
Fire
Deparment arrived within
minutes to extinguish the
fire in a second floor
kitchen. Extensive damage
was caused to the kitchen's
stove, microwave and ceiling. The Fire Marshall
determined a grease fire
caused the accident.
November 22
10:15 PM. Officers
responded to a fire alarm in
Anadama dormitory. Upon
arrival, they discovered a
student had been cooking

bacon in the stove and the
smoke had set off the alarm.
Officers ventilated the room
and reset the alarm.
November 27
6:21 PM. A student who
had parked his car on
Summit Street across from
the CPTV building was
approached by two individuals on bikes as he was walking on the sidewalk. One
individual tried to reach
inside the student's pocket
to take his wallet but the student pushed the individual's
hand away and ran toward
Funston dormitory. The
incident is being treated as
an attempted robbery and
Campus Safety and Hartford
Police are investigating.
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Trinity Leads Conference Faculty, Staff: Facebook
for Minority Male Students Privacy Not Threatened
continued from page 6
shop focused on time management and
effective strategies for academic success.
"[He] really demonstrated that managing
your time well will lead to greater success
in so many areas of your life," said Prum.
Other workshops, such as "Myths and
realities: faculty and student expectations
for academic success," and "Strategies for
fostering success and motivation among
African American and Latino male college

NJEKIS

students," worked towards the same goal
as the Williams workshop: to promote an
attitude that will aid men of color towards
academic success. Prum, who attends the
conferences annually, felt it was wellworth the effort, saying, "I have found it
beneficial to bring the ideas and information I have gained from these conferences
back to Trinity," and "[I] always find people from past conferences attending as
often as they can."

pft.oM

MESCAC

Bates: From now through the holidays, Bates students, faculty and staff
are being asked to bring back overdue books and videos to the college's
George and Helen Ladd Library and, instead of paying fines, donate food
for the needy. All donations will be delivered to the Good Shepherd Food
Pantry.
Bowdoin: Bowdoin College senior Daniel Schubcrth has been elected vice
chairman of the Maine Republican Party. Schuberdi, 21, a three-term state
chairman of the Maine College Republicans and College Republican
National Secretary, is the youngest state Republican Party officer in the
United States.
Middlefaury: The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching and the Council for Advancement and Support of Education
have recognized Sunh.ee Choi, a Middlebury College professor and department chair of chemistry and biochemistry, as the 2005 Vermont Professor
of the Year.

continued from page 6
never been used for judicial purposes,
stated Barber.
A substantial amount of faculty and
staff are on the Facebook, but there is a
consensus that no one uses it for disciplinary purposes, either. "To be honest, I
joined just for the fun of it. It's a way to
communicate something about myself in
a fun way," said Professor of International
Studies Michael Niemann.
Other staff members, like Reference
Librarian Mrs. Lorrie Huddy, use
Facebook as a way to "to put a face with
a name," in order to be more knowledgeable in large mentor meetings and such.
There was also a consensus among

surf the site are sort of like interlopers or
voyeurs." He added that faculty and staff
should not use Facebook to judge people
in a holistic way, because the nature of the
medium is such that glorification of irresponsible activities is often promoted.
One may perhaps be concerned "only if it
goes to extremes, to the degree that it
would look less like innocent bragging
about one's capacity or prowess, and
more like a cry for help," continued
Bayliss.
Other faculty and staff agree that
Facebook is a method to express oneself
freely. Lloyd understands its appeal,
because "it's an arena where a person can
control two aspects of life that are usually

"The College is not interested in keeping tabs on
students."
- Christopher Card, Associate Dean of Students
interviewed staff that Facebook is not
used as a basis to hire Teaching
Assistants. "1 choose TAs on the basis of
my experience with them as students in
my classes and their academic standing,"
Reger noted.
In fact, most of the faculty and staff
on Facebook insist that they do not have
the time to snoop around students' profiles, and many of them are "not knowledgeable enough or inclined to invade
students' areas of privacy," said Dean of
Students Frederick Alford. Other faculty
and staff had similar comments.
Most people were shocked that this
discussion is even an issue at Trinity.
Stramondo commented, "I have a tremendous respect for the people leading this
school right now and would never want to
seem like I was accusing them of such
things."
Associate
Dean
of
Students
Christopher Card said "the College is not
interested in keeping tabs on students,"
and that it "falls outside the school" to
check up on students through Facebook.
Responses to incidents do not require the
use of Facebook, he insisted. Area
Coordinator Georgiana Chevry also
insisted that Facebook is "not used for
judicial purposes" by her or other
Residential Services staff.
However, as a relatively public site,

out of control: your social networks, and
how you appear to other people."
Stramondo added that, "in some cases, it
may build more of a sense of a community by encouraging people to build a profile that stresses their individuality, thus
encouraging tolerance for the differences
that make us each individuals. It may also
give people an opportunity to see similarities between themselves and others and
demolish stereotypes."
Others, like Wade, "doubt that it promotes cohesiveness. I suspect that, like

erate'Xfafse senseor
sense that has no depth in reality." Card is
also disappointed that "Facebook has
become a primary method of communication, rather than personal interaction."
Many faculty and staff caution students to what they put on their Facebook
profile, because much of it is very public.
Bayliss thinks when you create a page,
you must ask yourself, "what is the overall image of yourself that you are promoting through what's on your page, even if
it is understood that not everything on it
should be taken as a serious statement
about the kind of person you are?" Ms.
Chevry also explained that, "people
should be prudent with what they are putting up on their profile."
Card, among others, does not think

"To be honest, Ijoined [Facebook] just for the fan of it."
- Michael Niemann, Professor of International Studies
students must be aware of the potential
dangers of Facebook. Professor of
Philosophy Dan Lloyd explained, "If you
tell your professor you study all weekend
when the groups you join highlight binges
and bongs, then your hypocrisy is
exposed."
Some teachers "have at times looked
up students just to satisfy curiosity," indicates Professor of Philosophy Maurice
Wade, but this almost never results in disciplinary consequences. Card explained
that his original reason for joining
Facebook was due to "a student complaint
about harassment on Facebook." That
issue was immediately resolved, and
Facebook has "never been a source for
investigation [after that]," he said.
Professor
of History
Bayliss
explained Facebook is "a student-centered social space; it's their world, and
faculty members who maintain pages or

Facebook promotes irresponsible activities, per se, but it rather just shows the
reality of what some people are doing.
Wade added, "Facebook simply gives
expression to this stuff, it doesn't create
it." In addition, not everyone on Facebook
expresses themselves in this way; most
are not overly concerned with Facebook's
implications.
Members of the student services staff
will meet Thursday for a Facebook awareness workshop. "We will discuss how the
Facebook has implications far greater
than it superficially suggests in an effort
to educate the staff so that they can help
advise students on how to use the
Facebook prudently," said David Andres,
who is running the workshop at the
request of Alford. "The purpose of the
workshop will not be to make judgments,
but rather to provide a neutral examination of this emerging trend."
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Student-Athletes Upheld to Same Admissions Rules
continued from page 1
"Admissions sits down to
discuss each athlete to see how
these people will do at Trinity ...
A coach can fight as much as he
wants, but if Admissions says
no, they will not be admitted,"
said Athletic Director Richard
Hazelton. "All of our coaches
are very hard working and
understand how competitive our
. school is and why students are
here: academics come first, followed by athletics." Dow
explained that coaches are often
disappointed when the top of
their recruiting list does not
match up with Admissions' final
decisions.
Dow described the recruiting
process as a "dialogue" between
his office and the Athletic
Department. No Admissions
representative goes out and
recruits athletes — that is the job
of only the coaches. Each coach
provides Admissions with a list
of athletes based on the applicant's athletic and academic
abilities. "The coaches get the
names of athletes that they
believe Admissions is going to
take," said Hazelton. From that
list Admissions admits the top
students who • they feel are the
best fit academically at Trinity.
"The coach's job is to recruit a
strong enough pool of athletes
who can contribute to a fairly
potent Division III school," said

Dow. "Those athletes must also
be representative of the academic mix of the school."
The communication between
the Athletic Department and
Admissions is imperative in
order to ensure that coaches
have the best athletes on the
field while Admissions has the
best student-athletes in the classroom. Admissions representatives are not experts on the type
of athletes coaches need.
Therefore, input from coaches is
necessary for Admissions to
gain a better sense of which
applicants will contribute most
to Trinity athletically and academically. One person involved
in the recruiting process said
that this is no different than
Admissions sending a tape of an
applicant singing to a choir
director to evaluate the applicant's talent.
"In the Division III world,
we are looking for student-athletes. One of the reasons that I
love working here is there is
very little by way of compromise from that principle," said
Assaiante, who has also coached
at Williams and West Point. "In
the Division I world the compromise in the academic standards
can be much • greater than in
Division III sports and especially in die stringent world of the
NESCAC."
One coach referred to ath-

letes as people who are excelling
at a hobby — no different than
any other students who perform
in a play or an a capella group
and still must maintain their academic responsibilities.
Trinity may have the number
one squash team in the nation
and a football team that has not
lost since 2002, but there are
other NESCAC schools that are
just as successful - if not more
so - as Trinity's athletic programs. "We're not even the most
successful program. Williams,
Amherst, and Middlebury do a
fantastic job of recruiting," said
Hazelton. A glance at a list of the
2004-2005 NESCAC conference
champions
confirms
that.
Williams won 10 of the 24
NESCAC championships. By
comparison, Trinity teams only
won three, men's and women's
rowing, and football.
"[The reason the football
team is so successful] is because
their coaches are organized.
Chuck Priore works very hard at
what he does and the kids work
hard in practice and the weight
room," said Hazelton. "People
are looking at the football team
as if they were dummies.
They're working as hard as any
other student or athlete here at
Trinity. No one looks at the
squash team's success and feels
that they're putting their sport
ahead of their academics. No

Ghuck Pratt

Speculation was recently raised regarding athletic admission.
one is writing letters about
them."
Dow noted that it's a constant struggle to reach that perfect balance between athletics
and academics that NESCAC
schools strive for. He said that
this is true for all aspects of
Admissions, which is constantly
trying to attract a better applicant pool.
"Ultimately, it was the balance of academics and athletics

that made Trinity so appealing to
me," said Tom Dolan '08, a
member of the men's tennis and
hockey teams. "I've always put
my academics first, and I continue to perform strongly here even
though I'm playing sports during all three seasons."
"I'm very satisfied with [our
relationship with admissions],"
said Hazelton. "It's been a very
positive thing in the past few
years."
:
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Happy Birthday TCERT: Celebrate Ten Years with Good judgment
DAVID ANDRES

9. "I have a lot going on and I don't have
time to get checked out."
This year marks the 10th anniversary of
Many patients are in denial about the seriTCERT. The organization went into servousness of their condition and sometimes
ice for the first time on Oct. 20, 1995. don't want to be hassled by getting checked
Since then the organization has grown
out.
tremendously and has provided care for
8. "I don't want people on campus to
thousands of patients over the course of its
know what's going on."
existence. Throughout the school year, TCERT and all medical personnel are held
TCERT is on-call to provide emergency
to strict standards of confidentiality. Your
medical care to the Trinity College com- privacy is always a top priority and theremunity. With the country's first all APRN- fore no information obtained during a call
staffed, independent collegiate Health
is ever shared with anyone else, including
Center, as well as the facilities of Hartford
the school administration.
Hospital two blocks away, Trinity students
7. "It would be quicker for my friend to
and faculty are never far from the some of
drive me to the ER instead."
the finest providers of medical care. As an This is a common misconception; EMS
organization our responders are certified
providers have advanced medical training
and well trained to the same level you find
and equipment, and can provide life-saving
providing ambulance services across the interventions on-scene and enroute to the
country. However, you don't need to be an hospital, thereby expediting the care that
EMT to join TCERT. Every year we have the patient receives.
people come to us interested in learning Transporting a patient to the hospital by
more about EMS, or about becoming an
yourself can compromise the patient's conEMT. To find out more about classes or dition, especially when the patient may
joining please e-mail tcert@trincoll.edu
have a hidden injury or illness. Without
and we would be more than happy to get proper training, these signs and symptoms
you started. We put this Top Ten list
can easily go unnoticed.
together to celebrate TCERT's 10th birth- 6. "I don't know if it is a real emerday.
gency."
Again, some patients are in denial about
10. "I don't know whom to call for help." the extent of their condition. TCERT is
Believe it or not, some people don't know
trained to assess your condition and help
that the number to call for any emergency
you decide whether or not you need addi(security, fire, or medical) on-campus is tional care. As a general rule, if you are
x2222 (860-297-2222).
questioning whether or not to call for help,
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

0 Ten
Pestest Things About
Thanksgiving
is

10. The Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade, because it's more
fun over mimosas.
9. Spiked apple cider/hot toddies.
8. Black Friday. There's no better way to cure a hangover
than a marathon shopping session. And mindless greed is easier than being thankful all of the time.
7. The chance to reconnect with your high school friends,
mainly because your unnaturally late awkward phase has
come to a glorious end.
6. The official start of the Christmas season, even though the
Chipmunk carols get old pretty fast.
5. Football. The game provides a great excuse to skip out on
the bf/gf conversation with your Great Aunt Myrtle.
4. You're finally thankful for Camp, minus Chartwells.
3. Turkey, and tryptophan. Because you can always blame
passing out into the mashed potatoes on a poultry overdose.
2. Open bar of hard liquor, because you can finally showcase
to the fam what you have learned in college.
1. SLEEP.

you
probably
should.
5. "TCERT only
deals with drunk
patients."
Last year, less than
1/3 of TCERT's
calls were alcoholrelated. TCERT is
trained
and
equipped to evaluate and treat all
medical emergencies. Whether your
problem is an illness or injury,
TCERT responders

David Andres

are trained and The TCERT squad keeps Trinity happy and healthy.
waiting to give you the best on-scene care
possible.
4. "I am afraid that my parents will find
out."
As long as you are 18 or older, your parents
will not find out about the details of the
incident from TCERT. Bylaw, an 18-yearold is considered an adult and has the right
to make medical decisions on their own,
including those regarding privacy.
3. "I am too embarrassed to call."
TCERT responders have seen it all! Many
patients think that their condition is unlike
that of other sick or injured students, however, we can assure you, you are not the
first.
2. "It might cost too much."
As members of TCERT, we volunteer our

time so that we can provide our services at
no charge to our patients. If an ambulance
transport to the hospital is necessary, all
insurance policies are required to cover the
cost of an emergency ambulance trip.
1. "I might get in trouble with the
school."
The health and safety of students is the top
priority for TCERT and the school. You
WILL NOT be penalized for getting help
for yourself or a friend! Within a few days
of the incident, the Health Center will give
you a "care call" to ensure that you are
okay.
TCERT encourages the Trinity community
to always act in the interest of safety;wlien
in doubt, call TCERT!

Brie Looks Back; Memories of
Professors Past and Present
BRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

I recently registered for my last semester of classes and I handled it with more
ease than one would imagine. It hadn't hit
me that it was my last chance to take all of
those random "personal edification courses" that I had been eyeing for the past four
years until last Wednesday at the English
Festivus.
The English department's first annual
"Festivus" was, a potpourri of Professors,

fully decorated napkin than the person
you're speaking with?
When I was younger, my father used to
tell me that I'd never starve because I had
plenty of "reserves." So I didn't feel so
bad leaving the Festivus hungry, especially
seeing as I was able to satisfy my academic appetite. The English Department is
made up of some of the most adorable people. The chair, Professor Sheila Fisher,
kicked off the par-tay by beating a tin foil
pan with a spoon and proudly proclaiming

I honestly feel that professors go out of their way to
let you into their lives, and I seem to have reached an
unfortunate peak.
IDPS dressed as Professors and hungry students dressed as voracious scholars. It
was one of those events when you look
around and you say, "wow, my school is
pretty darn neat" and it's even more fun to
say when you're stuffing your face with
gourmet food paid for by Trinity.
Typically, a non-Mather meal is enough to
get a large turnout, but I genuinely got the
impression that my peers joined the literary
soire'e because they wanted to be there for
more than just free nachos. V ve personally neyer been able to benefit from the edibles offered at networking functions or
cocktail parties. I always feel too awkward to eat while I'm trying to say something winning. What if there's food in
your teeth or what if you become obviously more engaged in the item on your fanci-

that the inhabitants of 115 Vernon Street
are now going to do everything they can to
make literature more fun. How many
other schools offer opportunities like this?
As I passed not so smoothly between
Professors it hit me that I've lost my
chance to take Classes with many of them
and my last chance to pet their dogs and to
hear about their book deals and I got admittedly sad. Perhaps it's all of my years
working for admissions talking here, but I
honestly feel that professors go out of their
way to let you into their lives and I seem to
have reached an unfortunate peak. I
watched them chat casually about the
administration, their favorite novels and
their children's theater productions and all
see SOME on page 14
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Around Trinity
It's a Bird! No, Really, it is...
AT was walking on AT's merry way when suddenly, a large crash interrupted AT's reverie.
Looking into a Jackson window, AT saw much
broken glass and then watched as an enormous hawk tumbled to the ground. Stunned
for around 2.0 seconds, the poor avian lay
motionless until shaking itself off and flying
away. AT would like to remind the student
body that said enormous hawk is still dangerously flying around the campus, so please
avoid placing hawk bait and/or human sacrifices outside your window. Thank you.
Could We Be More Obsessed with the '80s?
This past Saturday, the student body was
treated to not one, but two themed parties.
For those more country-inclined, there was a
hay-filled ho-down, complete with belligerent
hicks in hats. The kicker came when around 10
cowboys engaged in a shirts-off fight... in the
hay. Nice work, guys. Down the street, a
"jorts" party (that would be jean shorts)
rocked acid-washed cut-off shorts until close
to four in the morning. AT likes this because
really, what other school actually throws a
party simply to celebrate the worst trend to
come out of the'Sos? The answer? Only Camp
Trin.
Bodily Functions 101
Apparently this was the weekend for - to put
t bluntly - peeing in inappropriate places. On
Saturday night, one brave soul was seen eliminating his business out of a top floor Northam
room, while concurrently giving a play-by-play
to those walking on the Long Walk below. For
those that live in the Jarvis room that was hit
by the unfortunate stream, AT feels your pain.
Elsewhere, on Allen Pi. another gentleman felt
a similar urge to do the deed outside and hit
an unsuspecting girl on her cell phone below.
Won't that be fun to explain to Verizon?
The Second Coming?

In Ja"rvis this weekend, a supposed miracle
turned into only a bit of clumsiness. Two students, in for the night, noticed a stream of red
liquid running down their walls, a la The
Exorcist Fearing first the Jarvis ghost and
then a murder in the upstairs double, one resident ventured upstairs to find the cause of the
stream. As it turned out, a bottle of jug wine
was overturned and forgotten about. So no,
wine was not running like water, but with the
way Jarvis is falling apart, it's a definite possibility for the future.
College or Elementary School?

There's nothing else that can bring Trinity students together like a movie made for 12. year
olds. AT noticed a disproportionate amount of
Campers at not only all Friday showings of
Harry Potter, but the midnight Thursday show
as well. AT hopes everyone went for the great
special effects and scenery, because having a
crush on Daniel Radcliffe or Emma Watson is
just gross. It's even worse than Talan and
Kimberly and that's really saying something.
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Out of the West: Study Away
continued from page 1
uations upon our return to school,
but there is very little integration of
our international educational experiences into our Trinity lives. Any
effort on that end comes from the
student. Having studied in two
westernized countries outside of
the United States, I can attest to the
fact that it is easy to bring little of
the study abroad experience back to
Trinity in a form other than drunken pictures taken in Campo di Fiori
or with your Frisbee team in the
pub that sponsors you. This isn't to
say that one can't have a meaningful experience studying at Trinity
Rome, because I certainly did.
Ultimately, though, study abroad
should be about something more
than an escape from Trinity. It
should be about a challenge to step
outside of your comfort zone.

highly enjoyable, but providing little by way of life-altering experiences.
The other students at the discussion were in agreement that
there needs to be an increased
emphasis on non-Western study.
Trinity has programs in Rome,
Vienna, Barcelona, and Paris and
regularly sends the majority of the
"study abroad class" to study in the
UK. and Australia, but what about

'red light, green light' when you
don't speak the same language. My
study abroad experience was made
better by the mix of challenging
and pleasurable moments.
I think many students would
realize this, but the problem is that
students need to be willing to step
outside of their comfort zones.
There is definitely a "third world
phobia" that exists amongst much
of the Westernized world.

... students need to be willing to step
outside of their comfort zones.

Trinity's programs in Moscow,
Istanbul, Capetown, Santiago and
Trinidad? Is study abroad supposed to be about an extended
vacation, or is it supposed to be
about the chance to live in a different country and have your life
When I decided to apply to a
changed for it?
study abroad program that would
take me to India and China, I was
Then again, maybe most
aware that I would be going to
Trinity students aren't interested in
places where I was visibly an out- having their lives changed or opensider and whose customs and cul- ing their minds. Studying abroad
ture were unfamiliar to me outside
has the potential to be intimidating,
of a Friday night takeaway dinner.
and it's easy to discount the beneWhen I was accepted into the profits of studying in a country where
gram, which is affiliated with
you don't share a language when
Boston University but on the Trinity
you can go to England and only
list of approved programs, I was
have to worry about looking in the
given a huge packet filled with preopposite direction when you cross
and post- departure information, the street. It is also probable that
including a six page section for stumany students would choose the
dents and parents on the "re-entry"
comforts of steady electricity,
process. I thought it ludicrous at the
Western-style toilets and clean runtime, but I realized upon my return : ning .water,:,over:,no:,.:etec.tr|ci^j.i,aSlJ;.
that I would be a changed person
field, and iodine-treated'water and
after living in India and China for
a dose of Cipro.
five weeks each. After adopting the
On the other hand, I can also
cultural customs of each country, it
say that I had some of the most fun
was impossible to not bring someI have ever had while studying
thing back with me.
abroad in India. It's completely
I can contrast this experience hilarious to teach five-year-olds
with studying abroad in Wales; how to play 'duck-duck-goose' and

The importance of overcoming
this obstacle was paramount in our
discussion. Some suggestions were
to improve the marketing of nonWestern programs on campus; simple actions such as posting flyers,
holding discussions with program
alums, and showing movies from
the country are only a few ways to
increase awareness of the programs
on campus. Furthermore, if alums
of the programs are required to participate in the promotion of their
program in some way, they will
definitely be bringing something
back to Trinity.
Trinity continually emphasizes
the need for increased diversity on
this; students can bring back different cultural traditions from thenplaces of study and showcase them
to students "on campus. It is important, then, that non-Westem prothe Western programs are, especially when Trinity has fantastic programs in places such as Chile and
Turkey. In the end, if you're not
willing to learn something from
study abroad that can't be taught in
a textbook, you may as well stay
home.

Trinity and 919 dpoilighi 9iuman %ghts
Human Rights Week Showcases Films and Help Raise Awareness
VANESSA HOLGUIN
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
Everyone has heard the aphorism, "You do not know what you
have until you lose it." Perhaps
that explains why our current
generation takes for granted the
revolutionary and completely
ground-breaking
ideology
embedded in human rights. After
all, we have never known a world
that refuses to (at least in theory)
recognize the supremacy and
desirability of liberty, justice, and
humanity. No, we live in a world
that ostracizes any individual,
group, or nation who dares to
publicly reject these humanitarian
principles. Nevertheless, this universal consensus for human rights
remains true only in the theoretical plain. Yes, blatant, conspicuous, egregious (insert all other
appalling adjectives here) violations of human rights continue to
plague our world.
When one considers, however, that only 57 years have passed
since the United
Nations
Assembly adopted the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the
relative newness of the human
rights empire becomes apparent.

Like all ideological empires, the
transition to this new human
rights regime will take time and
effort to establish. History shows
us many examples of how people
have had to struggle patiently to
achieve recognition of their
rights.
When we look back years
from now, will we be able to identify with those great men and
women who risked their lives in
order to create a more egalitarian
world? I have wonderful news;
the odds of any of us being placed
in a life or death situation because
of human rights are slim. Still,
that does not mean we cannot do
anything to advance human
rights. If you are wondering right
now what you can do to show
your allegiance to the human
rights regime then continue to
read.
Ever since president Dwight
D.
Eisenhower
declared
December 10 to be the official
Human Rights Day, activists have
used this day to raise awareness
and support for an eclectic array
of human rights issues. Here at
Trinity, Amnesty International
(AI) members and other members

of the Trinity community have
decided not to celebrate Human
Rights Day. Do not get the wrong
idea, we're not skipping out on
Human Rights Day; it is only
expanding it. Starting Dec. 1 and
ending on Dec. 9, AI will host a
series of events to commemorate
Trinity's first Human Rights
Week.
We have prepared a letter
requesting the release of Ma Khin
Khin Leh, a prisoner of conscience in Burma. Leh, a school
teacher, and her husband Kyaw
Wunna, a student activist, helped
to plan a peaceful demonstration
to be held in the town of Bago on
July 19, 1999, to protest government policies and to show support
for the National League for
Democracy (NLD). Days before
the Bago demonstration was to
take place, security agents arrested Leh and the couple's threeyear-old daughter. Although her
daughter was released after
spending five days in detention,
Ma Khin Khin Leh was eventually transferred to Insein Prison in
the capital of Yangon. Dec. 3,
see HUMAN on page 14
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Priest Gives Lecture on Church Liberalism
ADRIENNE GAFFNEY

on the state of the Catholic
Church today. He began his
speech by describing papal elecWednesday, Nov. 16, Trinity
tions and the discussions that
hosted Father Charles Curran
occurred last April. Cardinal
who gave a lecture entitled
Ratzinger was considered to be a
"Benedict XVI and the Future of
the Catholic Church" in the very unlikely choice due to his
age, his health and his association
McCook auditorium. The lecture
was hosted by the Leonard E. with a strict school of thought
within the church. He explained
Greenberg Center for the Study of
Religion in Public Life and the how many expected that Pope
Office of the President. Curran, a John Paul II would be succeeded
priest in the diocese of Rochester, by someone who would follow in
the same tradition
N.Y., is an acclaimed theologian
who has become famous for the
F. Curran spoke of the things
liberal views that have put him in that displeased him with the curconflict with the Vatican. He is a rent church. "Human-made laws
professor at Southern Methodist
can and should change when they
University and has written many
stand in front of reality," He
books on theology.
spoke about his belief that the
OPINIONS EDITOR

In 1986, he was fired from his
job as a professor at the Catholic
University of America on the
basis of a decision by the Vatican
Congregation for the Doctrine of
the Faith that he was "neither
suitable nor eligible to teach
Catholic theology." The Vatican
Congregation was, at that time,
led by Cardinal Ratzinger who
became Pope this past spring.
The decision was due to Father
Curran's liberal views and his
split with the church over the
place of women and homosexuals, divorce, and birth control.
F. Curran was introduced by
his close friend President Jimmy
Jones, who described him in
glowing terms as a "hero around
the world." His speech focused

people hurting most in the church
were women. John Paul exerted
an amazing force inside and outside of the church. One flaw of
his tenure as the Pope was his
belief that a Pope should be "not
too intelligent, not too holy, not
too healthy"; the less strong are
more dependent on others
because they need to learn from
them.
After Curran's lecture, a
reception was held at the Gallows
Hill bookstore where he signed
copies of his new book The Moral
Theology of Pope John Paul II,
which was published this year.
The lecture was very well attended, both by students and faculty
and by members of the Hartford
community. The presence of cler-

place of gays in the church?
However, in his reign the church
became too centralized and C: There is a place for gay peoauthoritarian. We have changed ple. My argument is that the
church is very big. There should
things in theory but not changed
be a place for people in commitstructures. He admitted the errors
of members of the Church but ted relationships that are striving
for permanency. As I have seen,
never admitted wrongs on the part
in nearly all large cities there are
of the Church itself, which should
churches that are very open to
have been done.
T.T.: What do you believe is the accepting gay people, even if it is
something that is never discussed.
biggest crisis facing the Catholic
T.T.: Is it possible to live a full
Church today?
C: Existentially, in the U.S., it's Catholic life even if you have
the role of women. I see this in reservations about the Church's
the nuns that I know who have a stance on social issues?
C: It is said that "let there be
very difficult time because of it.
T.T.: What do you think the unity in what is necessary, freechurch could do to recapture the dom in what is doubtful, and
Trinity Tripod: What are your interest and devotion of the charity in everything." You can
disagree with non-core elements
feelings on the choice of Cardinal youth?
of
the religion and still be a
Ratzinger as Pope and what do C: We have to get back to what
Catholic,
we do best and remind people of
you believe the selection of someone considered to be so conserva- ultimate values and that there is T.T.: In that case, what are the
core elements?
something more significant than
tive says about the direction of
what you can see and touch. I C: Basically, the existence of
the church?
Curran: I have said before that think we should rely on our God, the existence of Jesus, the
goodness of God's creation,
he would not have been my basics. Maybe that is the appeal
choice. I felt that we would be that John Paul II had to the youth. redemption, and a place for the
Pope and the sacraments.
better off choosing someone who We should remind of people of
spiritual values. Many people say
was not so clearly associated with
Curran's lecture provided a very
a cause. It is clear as Pope he will they are religious but not connected
to
a
church.
This
is
not
ideal
to
current dialogue on religion in the
not be moving to change on
me. It can become very individu- global community. His views
teachings.
T.T.: What do you believe is the alistic and separate from other may be unconventional, but they
people and the world. This is the reflect those of a great portion of
legacy of Pope John II?
same danger of televangelism. It Americans. In his discussion of
C: On social issues and things
is too individualistic and presents the status of the Church, he
outside of the Church he did very
God as always comforting. God
referred to many issues that are
well. He stood up for the poor
is supposed to comfort AND chalextremely pertinent to college
and against totalitarianism and
lenge.
culture and presented a interestwas very successful in advancing
T.T.:
What
do
you
believe
is
the
ing perspective.
the Jewish-Catholic relationship.

gy members in the audience was a
testament to the great respect he
has in that community.
F. Curran's speech was of
great note. He has become very
famous for his views, but they are
not necessarily unorthodox. He
represents a growing feeling in
the Catholic Church that reform is
necessary. His message is very
relevant at Trinity, where approximately 40 percent of the student
population identify themselves as
Catholics. During his visit I was
able to speak to him about many
of the current issues facing the
Catholic church.
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9iuman 9igbh Week Wakes 9is
on the Trinity College Campus
continued from page 12
1999, the Insein Special
Court sentenced her to life
imprisonment under vaguely-worded security legislation.
March 30 2001, Trinity
College honored Leh with
its first Human Rights
Award. The award was
intended to draw attention to
the courage of educators and
students around the world
who are in the forefront of
human rights movements.
We will be collecting
signatures throughout the
week for her cause. I know
your thoughts; I myself confess that signing on my
name to piece of paper
sometimes strikes me as
www.lonely-planet.org
futile. But not signing for
Myanmar is the site of many human rights violations.
these reasons strikes me
only succeed in raising your own level of
even more as a sign of indifference, and
awareness (an essential part of human rights
worst of all, as a lack of faith in myself and
advocacy)
but your mere presence will
others to effectuate meaningful changes in
stand as a powerful testament to the importhe world.
For those who enjoy visiting the theater, tance of human rights at Trinity. Hopefully,
Cinestudio will feature a different human this event will inspire you to get more
rights centered movie every weekend until involved with human rights groups on campus like AI, SUSHI and ConnPIRG. More
the last week of classes. A discussion will
importantly, maybe you will come to
follow immediately after the screening of
Darwin's Nightmare and Harlan County. believe and understand that every day
should be human rights day.
By attending these discussions you will not

Some Platonic Professor Love;
Much. Bonding at the Festivus
continued from page 11
I could think of was how charming the
whole scene was. The department even
commissioned a guitarist to play some
ambient music.
In high school I was a little in love with
my junior English teacher. We all were.
He could spot phallic imagery in any classic text and he was so fabulously Chandler
Bing that I didn't mind "that much" that
class was at 7:15 a.m. He was carrying on
a clandestine love affair with one of the
new teachers. She was a former prom
queen with enormous en-tities. Together,
there personalities fused into the most gorgeous couple, who, to this day are one of
few who continue to restore my faith in
relationships. Over time they adopted my
best friend and I. We began taking trips
into NYC together so that he could buy
vintage vinyls and she could gossip with
us. When we were the only students at
their wedding, we knew that we were living the fantasy of every self-aware geek
who gets way too into high school.
I had hoped my college experience •
would be similar but I realized that I couldn't expect they would be exactly the same.
Now I'd be competing with 2,100 students
as opposed to 100 students for professorial
face time. However, I have certainly had a
variety of "where else but Trinity" kind of
moments.
Starting my frosh year when my advisor drove our seminar to New York, with
one of the members still drunk in the backseat from the night before and the rest of us
feeling drunk because of his awful driving
and gaseous moments. Throughout the
semester he'd bring us pizza and late night
donuts. In short, he got me fat, but if it
wasn't for him then I wouldn't have been

able to benefit from the experience of the
"freshman 15" which I otherwise would
have missed out on seeing as I didn't drink
back then.
Other highlights include a trip to a professor's Vermont house where I spent the
entire day playing with her precocious little
girls. Although my cookie-cutter anecdotes have been decreasing over the years,
the Festivus provided me with yet another
chance to see that Trinity professors at
large do care just as much about the students as they do their research.
Even the other schools in our consortium have a deep ardor for their pupils.
My Eminem meets Spielberg Intro to
Television Production teacher loves his
kids so much that questions on the matching section of the midterm included, "what
was the score of the Pats game?" and
"name a character on Laguna Beach."
Amazingly, the highest grade on the test
was a 94 percent, held by yours truly, but
I'm not passing judgment.
Naturally, I have had my share of, "how
are you getting paid to teach her" types as
well, including one who asked on her final
exam, "what is your opinion of Marxism,"
and referred to The Beatles as "music Ya
Ya" because it made her sing "ya ya." But
in general, I think that Trinity does make
attempts.
To prove my gratitude to the English
Department for its most recent efforts, I
decided to forgo any prolonged description, dissection and analysis (and the anecdotes that accompany them) of wanton
make-out sessions and mindless musings
on love for this week's article. And for
those of you who know how myopic I can
be, that may just deserve its very own
Festivus.
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Jpomplemousse
•poRecastfog fall
Now that the wind is blowing, the bears are hibernating and
the snow is ... snowing, and you really, really need to get your
mom to Fed-Ex you all of your winter woolens because certain
essential bits are in danger of freezing off (contrary to popular
opinion, your little toes are important). Either that, or snuggle
up to someone special and let the fires of your undying love
keep you warm on the upcoming winter nights.

AOLUAOJUS
OANUAft.y 20 - Pe&R-UAft-y 18
Lately your Life has undergone more dramatic changes than Lindsay Lohan's hair
color. Don't became frightened or overwhelmed by the changes-, they'll ultimately lead to something better. ELnjoy the
ride; you have something great waiting for
you.
Luclcy T-Pay food: gravy

Prsces
- MAft.cw 20
Life is f u l l of surprises and this one is
even better than learning about l^j'mberly
Stewart's brief engagement to some 19year-oLd nobody. You need to be patient
with your friends and family during the holiday season; good things onLy come to
those who Wait.
Lucky T-Pay food: cranberry relish

Ceo
O u i _ y 23 - A U G U S T 22

This holiday season you can be thankfuL
that Ryan and Ivjarissa have stayed
together for more than two full episodes.
E>ut does that sigh of relief at the end of
each episode t e l l you something about
your own Life? lv|aybe it's time to focus on
real relationships, not iloL'lywood ones.
Lucky T-Pay Food: mashed potatoes •

K/lfLGO
A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M B E R . 22

If Jess and Nick can fake it and make nice
for the cameras, then so can you. The hoLidays are a l l about feelings of Love so
don't create an awkward situation by decking your chosen in front of grandma.
Instead. taLk things out m a private setting
where you can make good decisions.
Lucky T-Pay foods cornbread

AftJGS
2 1 - A<=ft.«_ 19
J-loLiday-themed sweaters are only cute on
children under the age of five. \\o matter
how enticing i t is to buy matching
sweaters With reindeer, snowmen, dreidels
or giant turkeys on the front, try to refrain.
You reaLly don't need to add to the stress
of the holidays.
Lucky T-Pay foo&. squash

- OCTO&ER- 22
ELven if you're dreading hours of sitting
next to your annoying Little cousin during
faralLy holiday dinners, it does mean that
your parents might not Want you to Wash
dishes afterwards for putting up With the
incessant chatter. Remember, sometimes
good things can come from the bad.
Lucky T-Pay food: creamed onions

TAU&JJS
- M A y 20
'Tis the season to be thankful so shed
your pessimistic attitude and try to catch
some of the infectious holiday cheer. It's
the small things that matter so share a
delicious iarie de pomme With your grandmother during the holidays while chatting:
she'll l/Ne you (more) for it.
Lucky T-Pay food-, stuffing

GEMINK
1 - Ouwe 21
i>o the release of the new llarry Patter
movie is the thing you are most gratefuL
for this Week, but try to keep that to yourself. lv|om and Pad don't Want to hear that
J-lolLyWood has brought you more joy than
spending time With family. PLus who
knows, you may have fun after aLL
Lucky T-Pay food: peas

OCTOftEft. 23 - NJoi/EM&Eft. 21
You're never too old to enjoy watching
IvjiracLe on 3>Ath 3t in your pajamas.
•5top being so hard on yourself: it's okay
to act Like a kid sometimes. Just don't
take it too far; footie pajamas don't look
cute on aduLts and you don't Want to be
stuck sitting at the kid's table..
Lucky T-Pay food-, pumpkin pie

SA<3(TTAftJLJS
NJOVEM&EA. 22 - OECEM&ER. 21
TraVeLing during the hoLidays might be a
nightmare for some but for you it means
tropical Weather is only a few hours away.
Rather than burning off the calories from
your feasting by shoveling snow, enjoy taking long Walks on the beach and swimming
in Warm ocean Waters.
Lucky T-Pay food: Indian pudding

CANCEL.
O U N E 22 - Out_y 22

$<? you're starting to think, about bringing
your new bf/gf home to meet the fam and
the added pressure of the hoLidays is making you even more nervous. Take a deep
breath and be gratefuL that you aren't
Chelsea Clinton bring her new beau home
to meet tv|om and Pad.
Lucky T-Pay foo& apple pie

£>£CEMfcGft- 22 - OANUAfty 13
Your idea of an exciting night out is probably not Watching your little brother in his
elementary school holiday pLay but this
WiLL give you the chance to be grateful you
Were never chosen to be the Thanksgiving
Turkey, besides, you might bump into your
high school crush, so look pretty I
Lucky T-Pay food: turkey
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VOID Brings Anti-Walmarf Films Mutdertal Quad Rugby
Walmart Documentary andStudent Film Protest Heartless Chain
JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS WRITER

Voices
Organized
in
Democracy, Trinity's own liberal-left activist group, sponsored
a showing of the film Wal-Mart:
The High Cost of Low Price at
Cinestudio this past Saturday.
The film argued that the WalMart chain, which has over
5,000 locations around the
world, including one here in
Hartford, is harmful to its
employees, the communities
where stores are located, the
economy, and society in general.
The film, while far from being a
flawless or balanced piece, nevertheless highlights the problems
that Wal-Mart helps to create in
the local and global economy
and the greater issues that
accompany any discussion of
Wal-Mart's role in the world.
The film has had a remarkable past few weeks. According
to its Web site at www.walmartmovie.com, there have been over
7,000 screenings of the film,
many of which took place in
churches across the United
States. The film is without a
large distributor. "The Wal-Mart

troversy. The makers of the film
interview the owners of small
retail stores (who, the movie is
J careful to show,
are all die-hard
Republicans)
that were put out
of business by
an
incoming
Wal-Mart.
Wal-Mart
employees
explain in the
movie how difficult it was to
survive with the
store's
low
wages and minimal benefits and
how the store is
strongly
antiwww.walmartmovie.com union, even flyRaging Grannies protest unfair labor practices, ing in corporate
says James Murphy
' 0 8 . officers on private jets to stores
VOID'S "hope was that this
where managers suspect unionmovie would bring some of those
ization activities.
bigger problems that regular
The film also shows laborers
people deal with everyday into
in China working for very low
the Trinity bubble," he continwages in terrible conditions
making goods that would evenued.
tually be sold in Wal-Mart stores.
The film spends a great deal

movie and the issues it addresses
speak to socioeconomic issues
that plague the entire nation,"

of time going through the issues
that surround the Wal-Mart con-

see WAL-MART on page 16

Players Appear at Trinity

rugby, also known as Murderball.
EMMA BAYER
(A game called Murderball is a
ARTS EDITOR
little difficult to market, Zupan
Murderball won the audience
explains at a press- conference
award for best documentary at
the 2005 Sundance Film Festival, before the Paralympics in the
and the film deserved it. movie.)
After the movie, "these playDirectors Henry Alex Rubin and
ers
spoke
about how they got into
Dana Adam Shapiro followed the
the
sport
of
quad rugby, how the
U.S. Wheelchair Rugby team for
sport
works,
and answered questwo years, from the 2002
Wheelchair
Rugby
World
Championships in Sweden to the .
2004 Paralympics in Athens,
Greece.
The closeness that
developed between the directors, .
the players, and their families is
obvious throughout the film. The
directors said in one interview
that they filmed everything until
asked to stop, which results in an
intimate, personal portrait of
Emma Bayer
each character.
One
of
the
jammers
speaks.
Trinity students got a chance
tions
about
the
game.
Along the
last Monday to see Murderball at
way,
they
cleared
up
many
misCinestudio and to meet the coach
conceptions
that
many
people
and, several players from the
have about quadriplegics. We
Connecticut Jammers, a regional
quad rugby team, after the movie. were thrilled with the turnout and
the questions that were asked by
Coach Bud Harvey and players
the audience. From what I've
Jim Quick, Andrew Vilardo, and
Tom Branchaud spoke about
see DISABILITY on pa^ej.1
themselves and the game of quad

The Music of 2005: At
Least a
loop would lead you to believe, there are a
bunch of worthwhile 2005 albums out
there.
As 2005 winds down it's time to look
Topping the list of surprisingly good
back and take stock of where the music
world has gone in the last 12 months. Over albums this year was Franz Ferdinand's
You Could Have it So Much Better. While
the last year the industry has seen the
inevitable sub-par releases by big-name many critics expected the typical sophobands riding the coattails of their own ear- more slump from the Scottish four-piece,
lier albums, as well as a host of mainstream they instead delivered a surprisingly
punchy mix of their trademark upbeat
imitators rising to the top of the charts
dance-punk, and softwithout
bringing
er acoustic numbers.
anything remotely
The first four songs in
new or different to
particular are some of
the airwaves. On
their best efforts to
the other hand, there
date. The album is
have also been a
unapologetically
surprising number
even,gleefully - arroof bright spots, and
gant, and loudly proeven a number of
claims that far from
solid indie acts that
being the predicted
have achieved an
flash-in-the-pan,
unusually amount of
Franz is here to stay.
recognition outside
Picaresque, the
the hoody-wearing
third release from
demographic.
w w C ^ n S Portland's
The
It's also worth
Decemberists,
is
noting that this Maya Ami released Arular this year.
^ ^
album
year's scene has
anyone willing to venture beyond the Hotbeen partially overshadowed by some of
40 radio playlists should appreciate. As far
2004's big releases. "Mr. Brightside," the
as pop music goes, the Decemberists are as
second single off the Killers' June 2004
good as it gets right now, with influences
release Hot Fuss, managed to stay on the
that include everything from the Beatles to
iTunes' daily top 10 most downloaded
nineteenth-century
sea
shanties.
songs list almost continuously for the betPicaresque demonstrates considerable
ter half of 2005. Additionally, Green Day
growth from Cutouts and Castaways and
is still releasing single after single off of
their multi-platinum comeback American
RETROSPECTIVE on page 16
see
Idiot. Still, despite what the Bistro's music
ERIC DAUCHER
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Joseph Byrne, Pablo Delano & Patricia Tillman
Wednesday, Oct. 12 - Saturday, Dec. 3,
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
^
_ .
An exhibition featuring recent work by PaMciaTillman, Pablo Delano,
and Joseph Bvrne faculty members of the Studio Arts program at Trinity.
TiUmS w m S o w m g sculptures, Delano large-scale black and white photog r a p h and Byrne paintings from the Bosco Sacro, and ancient grove in
Monteluco Spoleto, Italy.

"S"

•

Thursday, December 1 at 7:30
Friday, December 2 at 4:15 and 8:30pm;
Saturday, December 3 at 2:00pm and 7:30pm
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
. T - W t n
A multi-media theater adaption of the revolutionary Richard Linklater film,
Slacker. The play is a series of character pieces, one conversation following
into the next. This condensed day-in-the-life performance » set in the black
box theater where the action moves into the audience throughout the theater
and then outside onto the college campus. Directed by Mrtchell Polm.

Trinity Samba Ensemble
Friday, December 2 at 7:30 p.m.
.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
_
Come join the Trinity Samba Ensemble as they lack off their second year!
The ensemble will be performing a variety of samba music from Rio de Janeuo
to Salvador, Bahia. Musical styles include samba de enredo (theme sambas)
from Rio's escolas de samba (samba schools), pagode (casual backyard party
music), and samba reggae, a recent fusion of Brazilian samba^and Jamaican
reggae. Dancing space will be provided, so come ready to samba!

austinarts.org

ARTS
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Star Wars Prequels Retrospective of 2• • 5 Music
Disappoint This Fan Offers Critiques, Suojojesf ions
EVAN NORRIS
SENIOR EDITOR

As I sat in a crowded movie
theater, surrounded by anxious
and rowdy fans, waiting for Star
Wars Episode 111: Revenge of the
Sith to appear on the screen
before me, I experienced an
intensely bittersweet moment.. I
was painfully aware that this
third prequel marked the last
time a Star Wars movie would

only a single man, but of an
entire intergalactic way of life,
should be acknowledged for his
vision; but he should also be
blamed for his failure to relay his
vision to audiences coherently
and convincingly.
While there are many minor
flaws permeating Revenge of the
Sith, its major problems are the
three most vital elements to a
film's success: writing, directing

www.tbirdofparadise.blogspot.com

Hayden Chrtstiensen and Natalie
premiere in theaters. The saga,
begun 28 years ago, was now
finally over. Brought up watching the original trilogy and playing with the now vintage toys, I
embraced every commercial and
creative aspect of. the franchise.
Released many years after the
invention, philosophy and sentiment of the original trilogy had
settled in American cinema and
culture, the Star Wars prequels
bridged the gap between my
childhood, adolescence and
young adulthood; moreover, they
gave me something to look forward to. But my disappointment
. with the finality of Episode III
was tempered by optimism.
Respected directors and critics who were invited to advanced
screenings of the film had submitted glowing reviews, going as
far to compare Revenge of the
Sith with The Empire Strikes
Back, considered by many to be
the finest chapter in the Star
Wars saga. Even as I doubted the
accuracy of these reviews, I
secretly hoped they were not
only true, but understatements of
the power and emotion of
Revenge of the Sith. My hope
was misplaced.
Far from being the top Star
Wars film as billed by critics,
Revenge of the Sith is among the
worst of the franchise and is, in
many ways, the worst. Dealing
primarily with the simultaneous
corruption of Anakin Skywalker
and the Republic for which he
stands, Revenge of the Sith is, at
least, ambitious. George Lucas,
who attempted to cram into one
movie the transformation of not

Portman display no chemistiy.
and acting. As for the Star Wars
prequels, all three fundamentals
are interrelated, because Lucas is
responsible for picking his
actors, writing their lines and
directing their movements.
The prequels are known for
their amateurish writing (Time
referred to Episode / / a s "Attack
of the Groans"), but Revenge of
the Sith sinks into new lows of
clumsiness. As he did in Episode
II, Lucas recycles every romantic
clich6 available for the relationship between Anakin and his
pregnant wife Padme. Add to
that the flat philosophy of the
Jedi and the thinly veiled political allegories of the Senate and
what is left is dialogue that
serves to move along the plot of
Revenge of the Sith but does
nothing to infuse it with humor,
irony or meaning of any kind.
The writing of the prequels is
simply utilitarian. This is especially true for Revenge of the
Sith, which boasts no memorable
lines.
To be fair, the allure of Star
Wars has never been its poignant
writing. Primarily a visual feast,
it is meant to be seen first and
heard second. But Lucas directs
Revenge of the Sith as poorly as
he writes it. It is the director's
responsibility to frame the
movie's shots, to articulate its
chronology and to position its
actors, hopefully without artifice.
Lucas fails all three. The shots in
Revenge of the Sith have none of
the intensity and grandeur of the
original Star Wars trilogy,
see EPISODE on page 18

continued from page 15
Her Majesty, and features a much
crisper sound both vocally and
instrumentally. Indie stalwarts
might complain of over-production, but in truth the production
on Picaresque much more accurately represents the band's live
sound than any of their previous
efforts did. In my opinion "We
Both Go Down Together," "16
Military Wives," and "The
Engine Driver" all rank among
the very best songs of 2005, and
make Picaresque a must-have.
British indie-rockers Bloc
Party hit it big this year with
Silent Alarm, and rose from utter
obscurity to being featured on the
O.C. (for better or worse) on the
back of their first single
"Banquet." Although their music
is occasionally somewhat thin
sounding, it is by and large a solid
record that breaks up the typical
mainstream fair. Incidentally, if
you look carefully enough you
can spot a Trin student in the
"Banquet" music video.
Arular, the debut record from
Brazilian recording artist M.I .A.
is easily the most interesting
recent development in the urban
music scene. Maya Arul, the sole
member of M.I.A., experiments
with a combination of electro nica-techno and traditional hip-hop
elements to create a genuinely
unique sound. In a world where

knock-offs of knock-offs are the
norm, M.I.A. is a breath of fresh
air. If you've got an open mind,
and found yourself bored to death
with tired offerings from 50 Cent
and Kanye (who looked so promising with College Dropout this
time two years ago), Arular is the
album for you.

Down," are receiving a stunning
amount of airplay on stations normally devoted to the dregs of the
pop music world. Here's hoping
that they don't get turned into a
next-generation MTV boy-band.
Sliver, the latest attempt to
cash in on Nirvana, is billed as the
best of the 2004 box set With the

Brazilian recording artist M.I A is the
most interesting recent development.
Of course not everything this Lights Out. Considering the lukeyear has been refreshingly innowarm reception even that
vative. Chris Martin is apparent- received, one has to wonder why
ly still breathing, and so we got someone felt that Sliver would be
another "new" Coldplay album a good idea. It wasn't. Even for
this year. Maybe if he spent a lit(and maybe especially for) staltle less time trying to be Bono, wart Nirvana fans, there is no
and a little more time working to compelling reason to pick up this
get there, X&Y might not have latest offering. Let the Nirvana
come across as painfully un- name rest in peace already.
dynamic. Maybe.
So there you have some of the
highs and lows of the 2005 music
Fallout Boy's Under the Cork
Tree also annoyed me a bit, scene in a nutshell. The list is far
short of comprehensive (Spoon's
although not half as much as
Gimme Fiction, and Nada Surf's
X&Y. The problem with the
The Weight is a Gift each probaalbum isn't that it is terrible - it
isn't - but rather its lack of origi- bly deserved a few lines of
nality. Under the Cork Tree is praise), but just maybe it conpretty standard "emo"-influenced tained a few ideas for holiday
shopping. The year had at least
pop-punk. They really don't offer
different or better than what we one solid album to suit most any
heard a couple of years ago from musical taste, and that is an
The Starting Line or Sugarcult, encouraging sign in spite of the
yet two of their .singl
° ^ & « « » f e - i n § oye<a11 ™«foKii«y of
ance and Sugar, we reGoing
the industry.

Wal-Mart Documentaries Show
Problems of Megastore Chain
continued from page 15
Some of the most powerful
moments of the movie come
from the statistics regarding
employee wages and health benefits and the effects of Wal-Mart
on the economy, which show
some of the great inequities of
the corporation's system.
Of course, the film does
seem lacking in other aspects.
The ending of the movie seems
inappropriate: there is a montage
of scenes from places where
locals managed to prevent a WalMart from coming to their community, ending the film with the
word "Victory" displayed across
the screen. This would seem to
indicate that the battle against
Wal-Mart is over, but this is far
from true.
The film also ignores all
other large chain-stores that have
practices similar to those of WalMart. Another big problem with
the movie is that it is really not a
balanced or objective piece;
instead it is more of a motivator
for those who already are
opposed to Wal-Mart's activities.
A more objective, and yet even
more damning, portrayal of WalMart would be Frontline's "Is
Wal-Mart Good For America?"
which presents a series of viewpoints and leaves the. watcher to
make his or her own judgment.

Despite these problems, the
movie does manage to bring up a
great number of problems with
Wal-Mart that are meant to
encourage dialogue over the role
of these retail giants in our world.
Following the movie, the
Cinestudio presented a short film
by Chris Moore '06 that comple-

<

in-between. "Plymouth Rock, my
film, addresses the reality of WalMart's success and subsequent
stronghold
on
small-town
America, and thus while it doesn't offer solutions, it does open
the door for dialogue, focusing
any efforts on the company's
appalling labor policies and their
executives' blatant disregard
for anyone other than themselves," explained Moore.
Student films "have an
enormous impact on ... the
importance placed upon the
student artist community
here at Trinity college.
Chris' film is one of many
films being made by students that reflect what a liberal arts education should be
about. I think it's important
that the school, administration, and student body con-

.\.w.<.'ilrn.li!iii'iMi.i_i_iii

Wal-Mart comes to Middlefield,
mented the Wal-Mart theme. The
movie, which Moore filmed his
freshman year and recently edited, featured Trinity students
Magee Mcllvaine '06, Narin
Prum '06, and Alec Schmid '06.
"I still can't believe I looked that
young!" says Prum. Moore and
his friends documented a trip
from Trinity to northern New
Hampshire and the commerciaTwastelands, including Wal-Mart,

tinue to support events like

OH. the screening of these Walmart films," says Mcllvaine.
Both of these films help raise
the serious problems that WalMart and other huge corporate
retailers pose to workers and the
economy as a whole. While not
authoritative
sources,
they
encourage watchers to go out and
educate themselves on the matter
and to stay aware of what is
occurring in the global economy.
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Disability Theme House Invites Local Quad Ruggers
Murderball and Connecticut Jammers Show Quadriplegic Rugby Players as Strong and Inspiring Athletes
continued from page IS
heard, everyone seemed to gain a
new perspective from the film
and the speakers," said Haley
Kimmet '08.
"The Murderball event was
hosted
by
the
Disability
Awareness Theme Housing
Quad, which we started as a
means to integrate the Trinity
College campus and the community surrounding it in addressing
today's disability issues," continues Kimmet. Kimmet and roommates Aliza Trurekherman '08,
Stephanie Keith '08, and Lauren
Murray '08 "felt like the campus,
while full of clubs and events
dedicated to diversity and gender
issues, was missing out on an
entire portion of the population those individuals with disabilities."

acters pretend that life as a quadriplegic is easy. Keith Cavill,
recently injured in a dirt bike
accident, arrives home from
rehab,
looks
around
his
redesigned room, and proclaims
to his well-meaning mother and
girlfriend, "I'm in a wheelchair.
This sucks."
The quad rugby players don't
want sympathy or pity though.
Mark Zupan, the U.S. quad rugby
team captain, tells a group of
prospective players that he has
"done more in a wheelchair than
able-bodied." The rugby players
that Rubin and Shapiro film do
not deny that they are disabled,
but they do not define themselves
by their disabilities, either. Two
of Zupan's friends concur (sort
of), recalling that Zupan was a
jerk before he was a quadriplegic,
calling any effort to relate the
Murderball has a unique take
two conditions "bogus."
on disability. None of the charMuch of the film
centers on team members off the court. They
are all surprisingly regular guys. Zupan is
definitely a bad-ass,
with a goatee, multiple
tattoos, and a hot girlfriend who used to
work at the morgue. In
the movie, Zupan and
his girlfriend
goof
around at a pool like
any other couple, as the
Peaches'
www.quadrugby.com Moldy
The U.S. team played at the Paralympics. "Anybody Else but

Trin Dance Program
Celebrates 55 Years
continued from page 16
and Heidi Klecak shuffled onto
stage in a tight group, draped in
white, wearing white bathing
caps. As they separated, it became
evident that they were actually
sharing a garment, divided into
three sections. While at first they
seemed to celebrate their connection, they soon try to move in
opposing directions, and, one by
one, they wiggled out of the larger garment and danced in individual white garments, stretchy
and rectangular. A simple
song/chant with three parts
revolving around the assertion,
"It's my body body body body
body body body" provided the
rhythm for their dance. Though
bizarre, the piece was thoroughly
entertaining, and the chant was
catchy.
"It's Wonderful To Be Here.
It's Certainly A Thrill!" was freshman Lauren Turlik's dance to
music by the Beatles. At first, the
combination of toe shoes andv 60s
pop
seemed
contradictory.
However, Turlik's graceful movements worked well with the
accompanying music, and the ballet, unrepresented elsewhere, was
a lovely contribution to the celebration of dance.
Professor Michael Burke and
Caitlin Diebold '04, clad in identical, pajama-like clothing, danced
in intimate proximity in the aptly

titled "Solo/Duo." The costuming,
along with their similarity in
height and the fact that both
dancers performed lifts, created a
blurred conception of gender, and
a feeling that these were equal
partners in intimacy.
When the stage lights next
came up, the audience beheld the
last of the night's minimal
scenery: a pole and a chair. I held
back snide remarks about visiting
the Gold Club after the show, and
was glad to have done so. Though
the dance was provocative, K.C.
Chun '95 performed beautifully.
Unfortunately, the piece became
almost too reflective, with audio
clips of two people describing
what tango is for them dominating
and detracting from the graceful
movement of Chun searching for
a partner in her tango.
The last performance of the
evening was energetic and
enthralling, an excellent way to
conclude the celebration of dance.
Members of the African Dance
class performed Sinte, "a traditional dance from the Landuma
and Nawule peoples in Northern
Guinea," according to the program. The performers were clearly very enthusiastic and performed the rapid, complex steps
well, but the amazing drumming
by Professor Abdoulaye Sylla,
Lansana Toure, and Lacy Jackson,
truly stole the show.

You" (one of several soundtrack
gems) plays in the background.
The guys joke around with each
other, teasing one teammate
because he "doesn't like big
boobs," or fairly unabashedly
answering questions about sex
and meeting girls.
Many members of the Trinity
men's and women's rugby teams
came to Monday night's screening and talk and seemed fascinated by the game. Murderball gets
its name because the game's goal
is "to basically kill the man with
the ball," as Zupan explains.
Quadriplegics are not paralyzed;
they have impairment in all four
limbs, most because of spinal
cord injuries. Each player is
given between .5 and 3 points,
depending on ability, and during
the game coaches can put out
players for a total of 8 points.
Most put glue on then: gloves to
catch the ball. The quad rugby
games are as intense as any
played by the Trinity teams, with
their steel-plated wheelchairs
crashing thunderously.
At the games, family members, friends, and significant others pack the stands and look as
invested in the game as any player. Scott Hogsett, another team
member, meets "the girl of his
dreams" at a bar. Bob Lujano, a
quadruple amputee, meets his
girlfriend, a paraplegic swimmer,
at the Athens Pwalympics.
Lujano is remarkably agile and

mobile and has
been playing quad
rugby
for
ten
years. He is also
one of the friendliest team members. A group of
cub scouts visits,
and one tow-headed kid shyly asks
how he eats pizza
with his elbows;
Lujano
demonstrates with a
www.phillyfests.com
smile. Later, in
Athens the guys Mark Zupan leads the U.S. quad rugby team.
recreate a scene from Ocean's sort of righted a lot of misconEleven, and Lujano hides in a ceptions about people who are
cardboard box to the delight and quadriplegic, showed that they
still live healthy, full lives despite
guffaws of his teammates.
the struggles that they face," said
Former U.S. player and current coach of the Canadian quad Marisa Dolan '07, who plays
rugby team, Joe Soares, is anoth- rugby at Trinity.
er star of Murderball. Soares,
At the end of the film, memparalyzed by polio as a child, is bers of the U.S. quad rugby team
as gruff as Zupan at the begin- visit a rehab hospital for recently
ning of the film. Joe's son plays injured Iraq war vets. The scenes
viola and gets good grades, and
of their game with the ridiculousclearly admires his sometimes ly young-looking vets are conharsh and always super-competi- trasted with a congratulatory
tive dad (even as he complains
speech from Pres. Bush on their
about dusting dad's enormous medal in the Paralympics and the
trophy wall). By the end of the hardships they have overcome.
film, though, Soares has softened
"I saw the film every night,
up a bit: he visits his own family, and the goose bumps just kept
shows up at his son's recital, and
coming. I can't wait to see it
even includes his son's scholastic
again. The DVD comes out on
trophies on his wall.
Nov. 29," says Kimmet. The
Jammers will be selling the DVD
"I thought Murderball gave a
fairly holistic view of what it's. ., and putting profits towards.team
like to live with quadriplegta. It upkeep and equipment.

Darwin's Nightmare Nov. 29
7:30 p.m.
(Austria/France) Armed with two cameras and one assistant, Austrian documeutarian
Hubert Sauper traveled to Tanzania to make a film about Lake Victoria's massive fishing
industry. What he came back with is a haunting, unforgettable indictment of the effects of
globalization on the people and the ecosystem of this strikingly beautiful country. The
nightmare began in the 1960s, when the predatory Nile Perch was introduced into the
world's largest tropical lake as an experiment, only to have it wipe out everything in its
path. Today, it is exported to feed Europeans, while the local populace lives on the edge
of starvation. Sauper's film, like the documentaries of Errol Morris, is as visually inventive and dramatic as anything a screenwriter could dream up. 107 min.
A History of Violence Nov. 30-Dec. 3
.
Nov. 30-Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. and Dec. 3 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
David Cronenberg's naturalistic new thriller, starring Vlggo Mortensen and Maria
Bello as a likable Indiana couple, seems to be a departure from his trademark fantasies like
Naked Lunch, Dead Ringers or Crash. But Cronenberg's exploration of a man who (justifiably) kills to protect his family, only to discover that violence has a way of tainting
everyone it touches, provides horror of a different sort. Not since David Lynch's Blue
Velvet has a movie uncovered so much that is disturbing behind the surface of small-town
America. "A History of Violence is a ticking time bomb of a movie, a gripping, incendiary, casually subversive piece of work" Kenneth Turan, Los. Angeles Times. 97 min.
Serenity Dec. 2-3
9:35 p.m.
When Firefly, the futuristic tv series by Joss Whedon (creator of Buffy the Vampire
Slayer), was cancelled by the Fox network, some said it had more than a little to do with
the show's political leanings. Luckily, its loyal fans refused to roll over and play dead, convincing movie execs to take a chance on a movie that takes up where Firefly left off. If
you've never indulged, Serenity is the name of the beat-up space ship flown by a multiethnic crew of 26th-century outcasts, who tour a solar system under the thumb of the
mind-controlling Alliance. Trouble starts when they rescue a strange, psychic teenage girl
who is on the run from a government assassin. "Serenity shows what might have happened
if Han Solo had been the focus of the original Star Wars instead of whiny Jedi wannabe
Luke Skywalker." - Connie Ogle, Miami Herald. 119 min..
Harlan County, USA Dec. 4-7
4 at 2:30 and 7:30 pjn. and 5-7 at 7:30 pjn.
(1976) The second film by Mexico's Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu, like his highly
acclaimed Amores Perms, brings together three intersecting stories brought together by
tragedy. Expertly moving back and forth through time, we meet three main characters:
Sean Penn as a terminally ill professor, Benicio Del Toro as a born-again ex-convict, and
Naomi Watts as a recovering addict with two daughters. A virtuosic puzzle and more, 21
Grams is loaded with ideas about interconnectedness, loss and fate. 103 min.
cinestudio.org,
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Episode M Comes to DVD, Can't Match Ori$nal Rims
positioning of actors. In an ideal
situation, actors in a movie
would glide around sets with an
impression of improvisation.
The exact opposite
holds true for the
newest Star Wars
film; Lucas marshals
his actors with the
sensitivity of a drill
sergeant. In several
important scenes, a
character or two
walks so woodenly
and with such obvious forethought that
the movement drains
all emotion out of the
sequence.
Supplied
with
awkward dialogue
and motivated by an
indifferent director,
'ww"vegasarts"com the actors of Revenge
George Lucas fails in directing and writing, of the Sith had little
spectacular, but surprisingly boropportunity from the outset to
ing.
turn in decent performances.
The two main perpetrators are
Because Revenge of the Sith
Hayden Christiensen, who plays
is so cluttered with rampaging
Anakin Skywalker, and Natalie
story boards, Lucas fails in his
Portman, who plays his wife
second mission to cogently plot
Padme. The chemistry between
his course through the movie.
the two is absolutely vital to the
The film is far too busy and cuts
success of the story, as Anakin's
too quickly between competing
turn to evil hinges on his love for
plot lines to hold the attention of
Padme. But because that chemthe audience for a prolonged
istry is virtually nonexistent in
period of time.
The last directing mistake, Revenge of the Sith, Anakin's
transformation is difficult to
and the one which is most obvious in Revenge of the Sith, is the
believe.
continued from page 16
regardless of the advances in
visual effects. Yes, the space hatties and lightsaber duels are

y

The veteran actors are not
much better; Samuel L. Jackson,
Ewan McGregor and Jimmy
Smits turn in stale and lifeless
performances.
One notable

training his performers and writing a believable and original
script as he gave to perfecting the
gleam of a lightsaber, Lucas
could have created a prequel tril-

Lucas seemed so obsessed with the
images he created on a computer screen
that he neglected the art of storytelling.
exception is Ian McDiarmid who
plays Emperor Palpatine and
enjoys a much larger and more
complicated role in Revenge of
the Sith than he did in any previous Star Wars film. He attacks
his part with a passion and confidence that belongs more to the
original trilogy than the prequels.
The story of Revenge of the
Sith is a story of wasted opportunities. For years, I have trumpeted the advent and proliferation of
digital technology because it
allows a filmmaker to show the
world everything he can imagine.
No longer restrained by traditional sets and miniatures, directors can use digital landscapes,
creatures and even characters to
help tell their stories. But the
new technology must be used
responsibly.
Lucas seems so obsessed
with the worlds and images he
has created on a computer screen
that he has neglected the traditional art of storytelling. If he
had devoted as much time to

ogy that rivaled the original Star
Wars series for its combination
of special effects, humanity and
mythology. As they stand now,
The Phantom Menace, Attack of
the Clones and Revenge of the
Sith meet only
the first criterion.
Filmmakers
like
Peter
Jackson
and
James Cameron
have
shown
their ability to.
infuse special
effects pieces
with sentiment
and
comedy.
S t e v e n
Spielberg,
Lucas' friend,
has proved himself master of
the art of combining
the
magic of movie
trickery
with

human spirit. Lucas, in Revenge
of the Sith, shows none of the
skill his peers demonstrated in
movies like Return of the King,
Titanic and Close Encounters of
the Third Kind. Yes, he has
helped pushed movies into a new
era of visual renaissance, but in
doing so he has sacrificed the
importance of professional acting
and writing in modern American
cinema. A worse trade, given the
direction Hollywood is heading
these days, I could not imagine.
Episode III came out on DVD
last week — don't waste your
time.

www.au rora.wdc.com

the magic of the Episode III focuses ori light sabers, not acting.
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6iMhne11 Events

a

Dec. 4

•

Rusted Root I

: Webster I
• Theater •

Talkin' 'Bout My Generation
Dec. 1
8:00 p.m.
Tickets S25-S55

« a e

Jeep presents
Warren Miller's Higher Ground
7 p.m.
Dec. 3

Dec. 2
6:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.

\

Dec 3

©

»•

* Funeral for a Friend, A *
• Static Lullaby, Hopesfall, •
*.
Lovehatehcro
,*

7:00 p.m.
Dec. 1

• As I Lay Dying, Norma •
% Jean, Madball. A Life *
•
Once Lost
•
•

s

%

$15adv

,•

•"

6 p.m.
Dec. 2

»#
•

$12 adv

6:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.
Tickets $21

Handel's Messiah

•

Dec. 3
8:00 p.m.

* Spitalfield, Plain White Vs. The *
(Audition, Dropping Daylight,
a
•
BASE2, Shutzera
e
•
•

Dec. 4

a

*.

Classifieds
SPRING BREAKERS
Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15= 2 FREE TRIPS OR CASH
FREE MEALS PARTIES BY 11/7
Highest Commission
Best Travel Perks

www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break 2006- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
^nquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu

$10 adv

3:00 p.m.
Tickets $18-$60

,*

Chapel Happenings
TUWSVAY,

TUESDAY, Nov. 29
Scripture/Study •
Ko-moAV Catholic/ M Uxtetoy
Verier'y fLotmv
4:30 p.m/. Re<x£uU<>iV0f€he>1loi,ct#2
Crypt Chapel
9:30 p.m>. BANQUET \
^led/prayw
12

• hlov. 30
'• Crypt Cheeped
5:00-7:00 p.m. C

Chapd/Tawer

6:30-7:30 p.m. ZZhl Meditation/ - Crypt
Chapel • IyufrucUon'i4'helcbfrcrYn/6:307 p.m/. foUowed/hy
meditation/until*
7:30 p.m/. Pleate/vCfrCttheir website/at
ttotu

FRIDAY, VZC. 2
12:50 p.m< HiMUvyi/Prayer^ - Crypt
Chapel/ alcoves

SUKVAY, Vzc. 4
5:25 p.m/. Holy Zuchartet
Mu&Cohy Chapel SCngery
9:00 p.m/, %om&n/Ca£hoUc>Mcv!fr Chapel

vit.itour VJeb- iile-ut: www.tyCncoU-.edufchapelfor \ooryh£p

Community Service Activist of the Week
IVY SOCIETY HELPS KEEP HARTFORD GREEN
The Ivy successfully participated in a recent event that has been part of their long
standing commitment to community service. On Saturday November 5,16 members planted
23 trees on Capen Street in the Northend neighborhood. The event was in cooperation with
the Knox Parks Foundation. Ivy split up into groups that were a mix of both Trinity students
and Hartford citizens. "It was rewarding for us to work with them and to see that they were
(appreciative of our efforts in reaching out to the community," said sophomore Becca Wenner.
Mayor Eddie Perez and local children showed up to help them with the process.
(Overall, the experience was worthwhile and accomplished the intended goals. "We want to
get more involved with the Hartford community and maintain a good relationship with the
community," said senior Jenn Katz.
The Ivy has been actively working towards the beautlfication of both Trinity and .the larger community. In the fall of 2003, they completed several community service projects plantling flowers on campus and also doing a variety of environmental work off campus. In 2003
they also did a trash cleanup on local golf courses.
In the future, they plan to continue their annual food drive. As part of a FACES initiated
project, Ivy members will make and deliver food baskets to local families for Thanksgiving.

CONNPIRG SPREADS THANKSGIVING SPIRIT
ConnPIRG held three successful fundraisers the week before break that were a part of
the national attempt by college students to eradicate hunger and homelessness. In collaboration with ACES, the club held the 7th annual Thanksgiving Food Basket Drive. With the
cooperation of the student body, both clubs raised money to buy baskets for needy families.
Recipients were determined by MD Fox Elementary School. Chartwells jumped in and
donated turkeys to the cause.
Later in the week, ConnPIRG held a kid friendly food drive with KidShare as part
of a statewide ConnPIRG event.This is part of the Backpack Program, in which food is collected for needy families. The food is all easily made and kid friendly, simple enough for a

child to pack in his/ her backpack. On Sunday, November' 13 ConnPIRG members went to a
local Stop & Shop and devised a unique way to ask for donations. They gave a list of needed
items to each shopper who entered, and asked for them to pick up 1 or 2 items for the food
drive. "I was really impressed with how willing people were to donate. I was surprised when
shoppers would come out with two or three shopping bags full of food for us," said sophomore
ConnPIRG member Kate Prendergast.
The last fundraiser the club held was the Chartwells Swipe A Meal Program.
Students were asked to donate one meal to Immaculate Conception Homeless Shelter.
When students entered Mather, their names were collected when they swiped their card.
Chartwells donated $2.50 for each name that was recorded. Prendergast was astounded by
the number of students who showed enthusiasm towards the effort and were willing to donate
multiple meals. "It was very successful. I was totally impressed with the number of students
who wanted to help without even giving it a second thought," she said.
In addition to monetary contributions, ConnPIRG had a campus wide educational
campaign last week. Members posted signs around Trinity to highlight some important facts
and statistics regarding the hunger. Last year Prendergast and Julie Wilkinson headed the
Hunger and Homelessness aspect of ConnPIRG, PIRG stands for Public interest Research
Group.
Another main goal of the statewide group is environmental awareness. ConnPiRG
works hand !n hand with Green Campus, which Is more specific to Trinity's individual needs. "I
sort of fell into working with ConnPIRG and have enjoyed it thus far. I really like the concept of
thinking about fixing problems outside of our immediate environment as well as the opportunity
to work with kids from other schools," said Wilkinson. Prendergast expressed similar sentiments regarding the muitifaceted nature of the work the group does. "What I like about the
group is that we combine meeting Immediate needs for the community while addressing systematic problems to combat hunger and homelesseness that are more long term," she said.
• Next semeseter, the club looks to holding a few events with the aim of strengthening relations with students in other local chapters. To become a part of the movement, meetings are held each Wednesday in the FACES lounge at 7p.m.
Hannah Charry
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Rhoten Voted F&M Tip-Off Tournament MVP
continued from page 24
for us because we really didn't
have an identity as a team beforehand," said Mike Hoar '07.
"We've lost five key players from
last season so to step it up and
win two close games gave us a lot
.of confidence.
"Kino's four-point play to win
the first game gave us a lift the
second game because we got to
play in the championship team in
front of a great crowd. A lot of
people stepped it up and contributed, including freshmen who
we were counting on."
Rhoten scored 29 points to
earn Most Valuable Player honors
and finished the game nine-for-20

from the field with seven
rebounds, four steals and one
assist. Clarke finished with 23
points shooting nine-for-17 from
the field, including four-of-eight
from behind the arc and also had
five rebounds. Hoar added 12
rebounds and 10 points.
This past Tuesday, the
Bantams traveled to Eastern
Connecticut State University to
take on the Warriors. Trinity lost
their first game of the season
despite a 33-point effort by
Clarke.
The Bantams lost a close
game 66-64 and Clarke scored
more than half of Trinity's points
- he shot 11-for-19 from the field,

Chuck Pratt
J

Kino Clark 07 was the NESCAC Player of the Week for Nov. 28.

was four-for-four from the foul
line, and seven for 13 from threepoint range. Trinity controlled
the game throughout and led by
as much as 14 points late in the
first half, but that lead was cut to
eight with 5:32 remaining in the
game.
Patrick Martin and Rhoten
fouled out late in the game with
their team holding a slim threepoint lead. In the final play of
the game, with the score tied at
64, Eastern ran the length of the
court and sunk a shot from the left
side of the key for the winning
bucket.
"On Tuesday we just didn't
have our heads in the game, for
whatever reason," said Hoar.
"We lost to a bad team and hopefully we can win enough games
that that game won't come back
to haunt us."
Trinity bounced back from
their disappointing loss by defeating Babson 64-32 in their home
opener on Sunday. The Bantams
put the game out of reach early
when they pulled ahead with
eight straight points in first half to
take a 21-12 lead with 9:28 on the
clock and held the Beavers without a field goal during the opening 7:33 of the second half for a
15-2 run that resulted in a 44-22
lead. Trinity improves to 3-1 with
the win.
The Bantams held Babson to
three field goals in 27 attempts
during the second half and a 20percent field goal percentage for

Chuck Pratt

The Bantams have had success from the free throw line this year.
out-rebounded Babson, 43-31,
blocked seven shots, and made
81.3 percent of its shots from the
foul line (13-16) including a sixfor-six mark by Clarke from the
stripe.
"Against Babson, we realized
that we can win with our defense,
and win big even when our
offense still isn't close to what it
should be," said Hoar. "That was
a good bounce-back game for
us."
Clarke scored a game-high 21
points and added four steals to
lead the Bantams. Patrick Martin
. added 14 points, four assists, and
four steals while Rhoten finished
with 13 points, five rebounds, and
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rebounders with eight and also
blocked three shots.
The Bantams are hosting their
next two games against Western
Connecticut and Curry. The
NESCAC season is going to start
in January.
"We know what we're up
against with the likes of Amherst,
Tufts, Bates and Williams," said
Hoar. "Amherst is definitely
going to be our biggest challenge.
It's all on us though and I know
that we have the talent to win it
this year.
"We just have to play as well
as we are capable of and we will
certainly earn the respect that
teams like Amherst have already
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Women's Basketball Rebounds -in Multiple Ways
JASON ACUNZO
SPORTS WRITER

have to keep working hard in
said Coach Davis.
practice," said Head Coach
The Bantams remained posiWhether looking to burst out
Wendy Davis. "[The players]
tive heading into their consolation
of the gate in a beeline for the need to keep building their configame against Swarthmore the
NESCAC Championship or try- dence, not only in themselves but
next day, but home court advaning to mesh as a team that is still
also in each other."
tage
would
prevail,
as
developing, the first few games of
Swarthmore's Debbie Farrelly hit
The start of the 2005-2006
any season are an important entia clutch three and several freeseason opened at the competitive
ty unto themselves.
throws to help her team edge the
Swarthmore College Tip-Off
For the Trinity's Women's
Bantams 68-64. The Bants' play
Tournament, where Trinity faced
Basketball team, a young core of
was much improved from the first
the nationally ranked University
players and a new head coach,
of Mary Washington on Nov. 19. game, however, especially in the
coupled with a tough season
backcourt.
The key to this game was
opener, prevented the early sea- rebounding, as a shorter Trinity
Guard Sarah Cox '07 recordson from resembling that beeline
team was dominated on the glass,
ed the first double-double of the
towards the postseason tourna52-27, and lost the game 66-38. season with 22 points and 13
ment.
"Blocking out is key ... it's all boards, while guard Mary
heart and desire. We have to
What the young season has
Lennick '07 chipped in 16 points
block out every single time
resembled, however, is a steady
and eight rebounds. Cox was recclimb in the right direction, because we don't have the luxury
ognized for her outstanding play
of jumping up and getting the
thanks to the resilience and
with a selection to the Allrebound because we're 6'3"," Tournament Team.
toughness of the team. "We just
"Both teams we lost to were
very tough," said Captain Deirdre
Savageau '06. "It only prepared
us for what is to come, considering we have three teams in our
league who made the NCAA
Tournament last year."
Following
the Tip-Off
Tournament, the relatively young
starting lineup (consisting of five
juniors) rallied around Coach
Wendy Davis. "After the tournament, she focused on telling us
where we need to improve while
simultaneously instilling in the
team a sense of optimism," said
Savageau.
The team's first win of the
vvvvw.trincoll.edu
year came in their very next
Sarah Cox '07 was an All-Tournament selection at Swarthmore. name, against WestfieM Su\te on

Giants and Cowboys Go
Head-to-Head in NFC
BEN L.EONG

with under two minutes to play. If only
SPORTS EDITOR they could also kick field goals. The
If it weren't for Jay Feely, maybe next
Seahawks were lucky to have the improbaweek's critical game for the NFC East
ble become possible in overtime, with the
between the New York Giants and the usually sure-footed Feeley missing not one,
Dallas Cowboys would have less signifinot two, but three field goals that could
cance. If it weren't for Eli Manning's four
have ended the game.
interceptions against the Vikings two
On Thanksgiving Day, the Cowboys
weeks ago, then maybe there would be less
never led against the Denver Broncos, but
emphasis on the Giants' upcoming trip to
they hung around long enough to make it
Texas Stadium.
interesting. Their last two scores came off
If former Giant
of Bronco turnovers,
Ron Dayne doesn't
but in the extra peribreak through the
od, Dayne's 55-yard
Cowboy defense for
run set up Jason
a 55-yard run in
Elam's game-winovertime
on
ning field goal, ending their three game
Thanksgiving Day
win streak.
to push Denver past
The winner of
the
'boys, then
Sunday's game will
maybe Dallas would
surely have a claim
have some momenat the division title,
tum coming into this
and both teams are
Sunday.
looking at this as a
But all those
must-win. Iri their
things did happen,
first meeting in
and the Giants and
Week
Six, the
Cowboys are both
Cowboys eeked out
tied
going
into
Espn.com a 16-13 win in overSunday's game, with
last
year
in
Dallas,
time. Dallas commatching
7-4 Tiki Barber ran wild
mitted
four
turnovers,
but the Giants could
records. Both teams suffered overtime
not
capitalize
on
them
and
could not weafhlosses in Week 12. The Giants hung tough
er
"their
own.
against the Seattle Seahawks, holders of
The outcome of this Sunday's game
the best record in the NFC, answering
every big Seattle touchdown with one of will all depend on which Giants and
Cowboy team shows up come Sunday
their own. The Giants tied the game with
Amani Toomer's 18-yard touchdown and
see NFC EAST on page 22
Jeremy Shockey's two-point conversion

www.trincoll.edu

Mary Lennick '07 is second on the team with 10.3 points per game.
Nov. 22. Cox had another exceptional performance, torching
Westfield for 27 points in the 6351 victory. The team shot 45 percent from the field and 21-for-23
from the freethrow line.
Junior
swingman
Leigh
Melanson added 15 points, and
Lennick scored 14. A big key for
the Bantams was their transition
game, which Coach Davis has
preached - the importance of hitting the outlet pass after a
rebound in order to use the
Bantams' speed to their advantage against taller teams.
Junior forward
Jasmine
Johnson's 15 rebounds led the
way for the undersized Bantams,
highlighting the importance of
rebounding
this
season.
"Because we are a smaller team,
iv is crucial for us to focus on get-

ting rebounds," notes Savageau.
"If we are able to control the
boards, we'll definitely be able to
compete." It was a total team
effort on the boards as Trinity's
advantage in this category, 37-31,
catapulted them to victory.
As for their next game, the
women's home-opener on Nov.
28 against Smith College, Coach
Davis described winning in the
same way as boxing out and hitting the outlet to start a fastbreak
- you need to have an inner passion and desire for it. "Hopefully
now that they see they can win,
they'll make that extra effort,"
she said.
If the trend continues, don't
be surprised to see the team's
steady climb towards a winning
season end with a run deep into
the Division III Tournament.

By Nick Cantone
Tallying three goals in the opener of the-Men's
Hockey season, Brendan Timmins gave the Bantams
the cushion that they would need to beat the Hamilton BRENDAN TIMMINS
Continentals 7-4. Timmins, a senior defenseman, from
Arlington, Mass. helped the fourth-ranked team in the
country get off tp a good start. The captain has been a
mainstay on (he ice since his freshman year, leading the
Bantams to appearances in the NCAA, tournament in
two out of his three, years. Timmins is looking for his
third consecutive First Team All-NESCAC selection
this year. The Economics major began playing hockey
at the age of five under the tutelage of his older brother who played- for UMass. He graduated from
Arlington High School where he also starred on the
baseball team. Despite his past success, Timmins is
focused on the task at hand. ''Making the NCAAs in
two out of the past three seasons has "really left: the team
hungry for a National Championship. We have elevated our goals this year and with the addition of, some
solid freshmen, I think we have what it takes." The
loss of two AH-Americans i'rom last year's team in
Doug Kisielins and Joe Ori makes the job a little more
daunting for the Bantams. But, Timmins remains optimistic adding, "The coaching staff has prepared us well
and the guys have taken the training seriously, so we
know what we are capable of."' Brendan's future plans
include graduate school and a career on Wall Street.
KATY SHOEMAKER '06

In the i'irst Swimming and Diving meet of the season, Katy Shoemaker started strong, garnering first
place in the one meter dive with a score of 197.4.
Shoemaker, a senior from Latham, N.Y., began diving
at Shaker High School as a natural progression away
horn her first love of gymnastics. Shoemaker has
Made a fine transition as she holds the Trinity College
record for the th'ree meter ciive, set in her sophomore
season. She looks to etch her name into the record
books again this year as she vies for the one meter
mark. Being the only experienced diver on the team,
Shoemaker also acts as a coach and mentor as welJ as
a record-breaking performer. "We have tough competition this year, but as long as we continue to improve
we should be okay,'" commented Shoemaker. Away
from the poo], tire Sociology major enjoys traveling
and speni last fall abroad in London. Graduate school
looks to be in the future of Shoemaker, but history tells
us the transition shouldn't be too difficult.
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Blair Anchors Bants' Lineup Solid in the Crease:
Bergh Stops Ephs
ANDREW BUCHBINPER
SPORTS WRITER

Trinity's Men's Wrestling
Team started off their 2005-06
season on the Saturday before
Thanksgiving at the Doug Parker
Invitational
at
Springfield
University. The Bantams finished
up the day coming in 12th place
at the Invitational.
This year, for the first time in
a long while, the Bantams are led
by someone new: first-year Head
Coach Michael Gaydos.
Gaydos has spent the previous three years as an assistant to
the Bantams' former Head Coach,
Sebastion Amato, who coached
the Bantams for 19 seasons.
Coach Gaydos says that he is
"excited about this opportunity to
follow in Coach Amato's footsteps as Trinity's Head Wrestling
Coach," and that he hopes that he
can "continue what he [Amato]
started through hard work, enthusiasm, and the recruitment of the
same quality student-athletes
we've had here over the past 10
years."

Among the Bantams who did
wrestle at the Parker Invitational
was one of Trinity's other senior
captains, Luis Murillo. Murillo
finished up the afternoon with a
3-1 record in the 133-pound division. He reached the semifinals
before losing out to Oswego
State's Joe Jewett in a close 8-6
match. Murillo has amassed a 4524 record with nine pins over his
three full seasons of competition
at Trinity.
Murillo is one of four seniors

wins in a season; nine of Blair's
31 victories last year were by pinfall.
The New Hampshire native
has a career record of 87-7, which
makes him fourth on Trinity's alltime list, along with 21 career
pins. He enters this season
ranked third among heavyweights
in the Brute/Adidas National
Wrestling Coaches Association
Division III National Individual
Rankings. However, Blair was
not able to take part in the
Bantams'
first
match in
Springfield.

On the mats, the Bantams are
led by senior captain Michael
Blair. Blair has been a cornerstone of Trinity's wrestling program ever since he won the 200203 New England College
Conference
Wrestling
Association Rookie Wrestler of
the Year honors as a freshman.
Blair finished up last season
with a remarkable 31-1 record,

see WRESTLERS on page 23
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i the Bantams' first tournament

Tue, Nov. 29
Men's Basketball vs. Western Conn.
(7:30 p.m.)

2
OQ
to

O
(X

CO

Wed, Nov. 30
Men's Squash @ Wesleyan
Women's Ice Hockey vs. Salve Regina
(7:30 p.m.)
Thu, Dec. 1
Men's Basketball vs. Curry (8:00 p.m.)
Women's Basketball vs. Wheelock
(6:00 p.m.)
Fri, Dec. 2
Men's ice Hockey vs. UMass-Boston
(7:45 p.m.)
Sat, Dec. 3
Women's Basketball vs. Coast Guard

(2:00 rim.)

age are ranked second in the
league in both categories.
One of the top performers
thus far into the season is Schmidt
who scored three points in the
game against Amherst with a goal
and two assists.
Schmidt's power play goal in
the first period was her first of the
season. Her two assists bring her
season total to
three and tie
her
with
Borawski for
the team lead.
Expect senior
co-captain
Jessica Keely
to contribute in
the future; her
17
career
assists are second
among
Trinity skaters.
At
this
point in the
Chuck Pratt s e a s o n ,
skates into action. T r i n i t y ' s
record is good enough for fourth
place in the NESCAC league.
This week, the women's team has
its first home game against Salve
Regina.
If the team's toughness at
opposing rinks is any indication
of how they will play at home,
expect big things from the
Bantams this Wednesday in their

MTClastSBTr^i^We:
'boys, Giants Still Fighting

Upcoming Events

MM

continued from page 24
Fitzgerald was rewarded later in
the game when she recorded a
second
period
goal
from
Alexandra Schmidt '08, Trinity's
fourth.
This past weekend, while
many were enjoying the holiday
break, the women's team was
doing battle. Saturday's game
a g a i n s t
Middlebury
was a lopsided
affair as the
postprandial
Bantams were
defeated 9-0.
Thankful
for
a new
beginning on
Sunday, Trinity
jumped
on
Williams, early,
as they scored
three straight
goals and possessed a 3-1
lead after t h e Michelle C h e e ' 0 9
first two periods. Williams' tied
the game with one minute
remaining in the third to force an
overtime period.
In overtime, Bergh had 5
saves to preserve the tie and stop
Williams's go-ahead aspirations.
Despite the apparition against
Middlebury, Bergh is the class of
the NESCAC goaltenders; her

i

* «;

Men's Squash vs. St. Lawrence and Williams
(10:00:lmyi :00 p.m.)
Women's Squash vs. Williams (11:00 a.m.)
Wrestling^ New York University Duals •, !
Men's Ice Hockey vs. Babson (4:00 p.m.]
Men's and Women's Swimming @ Bates
Sun, Dec. 4
Men's and Women's Indoor Track @ Southern
Connecticut CTC Relays

continued from page 21
afternoon. The Giants have the big play
ability with Eli Manning to Plaxico Burress
developing into one of the top tandems in
the NFL. If Manning and his receivers can
get on track early, they could run away with
the game, much like what"they were doing
to teams earlier in the year. The last time
Tiki Barber stepped foot in Texas Stadium,
he torched the 'boys for just under 200 total
yards with one rushing touchdown.
But Drew Bledsoe can easily expose a
Giants' secondary that is prone to giving up
big yardage. Keyshawn Johnson caught
eight balls for 120 yards in Week Six, while
Terry Glenn and tight-end Jason Witten are
able-bodied targets that could take advantage of corners Will Allen and Curtis
DeLoatch. Dallas running backs Julius
Jones and Marion Barber each
had pedestrian games against
Denver, but they have the
ability to give the Giants
defense fits. New York's run
defense has been solid since
being
victim
to The
LaDainian Tomlinson Show
in Week Three, but the Giants
are always niches away from
giving up a big rushing day. .
With the Redskins and
Eagles all but dead in the division, it comes down to New
York and Dallas. Both teams
will play the the formidable
Kansas City Chiefs before the
season is out and with the
Giants playing the wounded
Eagles once more, and the

dering Redskins before the season is out.
The Giants have a habit of making easy
wins complicated and normal tasks mindbogglingly difficult, so how they react after
this week's devastating loss will indicate
how they will finish out this season. They
need to show that their mental mistakes are
not chronic, and that their inconsistencies
are because of youth and not inability.
Dallas and head coach Bill Parcells
have put together a solid team that competes harder than they have in years past,
but they still seem to be missing the pieces
to make them a serious playoff contender.
Look for the Giants to come out on top
Sunday and eventually take the division,
but it will come down to the last few weeks
of the season before an outright winner is
determined in the NFC East.

Espn.com

Cowboys playing the floun- Roy Williams and Bill Parcells look to stop New York.
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Seeking a Repeat: Bantams start 3-1 Wrestlers
Take 12th
at Parker

continued from page 24
said Timmins.
However, Trinity's opening weekend
success did not translate into a win against
rival Wesleyan College in the opening
round of the Spurrier Tournament at
Wesleyan this past weekend. "This was the
best Wesleyan team we've seen in our four
years," said Finch, "they capitalized on
their chances and their power-play was
really effective."
Capitalize Wesleyan did, as despite
being outshot 44-26 by the Bantams,
Wesleyan walked away with a 6-3 victory
and a spot in the tournament finals.
Wesleyan scored their first of three power
play goals four minutes into the game and
had a 4-0 advantage by the middle of the
second period. "We controlled play when
it was five-on-five but when they got thenpower plays they were very dangerous.
When they got those first couple of goals
we just couldn't get back into the game,"
said Finch.
Trinity managed to get one back when
Finch scored an even-strength goal 8:16
into the second assisted by freshman Ryan
Masucci and senior defenseman John
Newhall, but Wesleyan answered right
back with another power-play goal five
minutes later. Timmins opened the third
with Trinity's own power-play goal, his
fourth of the season, with an assist going to
Finch at 2:35 of the third, but was answered
again by another Wesleyan goal five minutes later, this time a shorthanded goal to
make it 6-2. Masucci finished the scoring
late in the third with an unassisted tally, the
first of his Bantam career. Barber finished
with 20 saves in the defeat.
Trinity bounced back on Sunday in the

consolation game against Connecticut
College, as they jumped out to a 3-0 lead
and held on to win, 4-2.
Trinity came out with a balanced attack
as four different scorers registered goals for
the Bantams, who also peppered the Camel
goalie with 37 shots. Maturi scored his
third of the season just 5:53 into the game
with assists coming from freshman Chris
Powers and Newhall. Junior David Breen,
a transfer from Merrimack College, scored
his first of the season 12:36 into the second
frame. Assists on the play went to senior captain Richard Masucci and Murtha.
Senior Bryan Crabtree scored his first
point of the season and the eventual gamewinner only a minute into the third period
on passes from Halverson and freshman
Josh Rich.
After a Connecticut College goal five
minutes later, Grubin answered with his
first of the season, with Murtha picking up

his second assist of the game. A late Camel
goal rounded out the scoring, with Breslin
getting the victory while compiling 28
saves.
"We played better in this game, but
there is still room for improvement. We are
getting a ton of shots but not putting them
all in; we need to start burying the puck.
Our defense and goaltending have been
good so far, we just need to jump-start the
offense," Finch said.
Trinity opens up its home schedule
7:45 p.m. this Friday night against UMassBoston and follows that up against Babson
College on 4 p.m. Saturday afternoon at the
Kings wood-Oxford Rink.
Said Finch, "we're excited to open up
at home. Travel can take a lot out of you,
so it's nice to finally play some games at
home. Hopefully we can find some consistency and put a string of good games
together."

Chuck Pratt

Trinity will play their home opener this Friday against UMass-Boston.

continued from page 22
on the team this year, the other three being
Blair, captain Will Moyet and Eric Viani.
Viani did not take part in the action, and
Moyet finished the day with a tough 0-2
record.
Trinity sophomores Jason Ray and
Derek Cohen both came through with three
wins and one loss in their first matches of
the season. Cohen is looking to put the
experience that he gained throughout last
season to good use, as he will try to balance
out his 6-17 career record over the course
of this season.
Ray and Cohen's classmates Nikolai
Harovas and Ralph Fedele ended up with
one win a piece in their first action this season. After going 1-1 on Saturday, Harovas
now has a career record of 2-3. Fedele's 12 performance now has his career record at
6-8 with three pins.
, Junior Max Weisz finished up with a 21 record, and sports a career record of 4-9.
Fellow junior Joe Hern came through with
two wins and two losses on Saturday in his
first action as a Bantam. Two first-year
Bantams who wrestled on Saturday, Jeff
Marra and Keith Hernandez, both produced
2-1 records in their first matches of their
Trinity careers.
The Wrestlers will resume their season
on Dec. 3, in New York City at the NYU
Duals where they will look to continue this
new season under a new Head Coach on
the right foot.
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MBA
Physician Assistant
Interactive
Communications
Teaching
Biomedical Sciences
Molecular/Cell Biology
Journalism
Nursing
Accounting
Computer Information'
Systems

RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA
The Quinnipiac University School of Business MBA program
continues to prepare business professionals for the realities of
management in global, technology-driven work environments
in specializations such as;
• MBA WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE,
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING
• MBA - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST® TRACK
• MBA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT

YOUR NEXT MOVE ~
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Quinnipiac University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct
disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally

MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING
Sheila Wycinowski, Director of Curriculum and Staff Development at Amity
High School, explains, "Basically we look to hire Quinnipiac students. They
have a clear understanding of lesson planning and classroom management
l

f I

and the balance between them/' She also characterizes Quinnipiac students
as articulate, creative, able to encourage higher-level thinking in students,
and able to incorporate technology into their teaching.

accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching (MAT)
program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism
and interactive communications programs, all have been designed
to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more
information, call 1-800-462-1944 orvisitwww.quirsnipicic.edu.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
Hamden, Connecticut
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Timmins Hat Trick Propels Bants to Road Sweep
GEOFFREY SCHNEIDER
SPORTS WRITER
With much anticipation and certainly
much to live up to after last year's berth in
the Frozen Four, Trinity's Men's Hockey
team picked up right where they left off last
season, winning both their games in their
season-opening weekend. Trinity, playing
four games on the road to open up, defeated the Hamilton College Continentals 7-4
on Nov. 18 in front of a packed house and
followed that up with a close 2-1 victory
over the always pesky Amherst College
Lord Jeffs the next afternoon.
The story against Hamilton was the
Trinity special teams play. After Hamilton
got the first tally on the board in the first
period, Trinity answered with three straight
power play goals and followed that with a
short-handed goal. Junior John Halverson
got the first Bantam goal of the season,
converting a Daniel Maturi '08 feed at
10:30 in the first period on the power play,
tying the score at one apiece. Halverson
returned the favor in the second, along with
junior Bill Maheras, by setting up Maturi
for his own power play goal only 1:18 into
the second.
Senior -captain Brendan Timmins
increased the lead to 3-1 a minute later on
the third Bantam power play goal of the
night with assists coming from seniors
Rico Murtha and -captain Cameron Finch.
Fin$i notched Ms fest goal of the season at
10 38 of the second on a short-nancied
break with Maturi assisting and recording

his third point of the night.
After two quick Hamilton goals at the
end of the second and beginning of the
third closed the gap to 4-3, Timmins
answered with what would be the gamewinning goal, unassisted and his second of
the game at 6:23 in the third. Matt Rafuse
'07 followed that with an important insurance goal at 11:35 of the third after some
tremendous play down low. Juniors
Michael Ottariano and Adam Ladd were
credited with the assists.
A Hamilton power play goal late in the
third cut the lead to 6-4 with six minutes to
play but Timmins iced the game with an
empty net goal with four seconds to play,
giving him the first hat trick of his Trinity

College career.
Junior net minder Drew Barber played
well in his first start of the season, recording 23 saves on 27 shots. "The score doesn't show it but the game was extremely
intense. We didn't have any exhibition
games in the preseason so this was the first
time we played anyone other than ourselves, but we handled ourselves great, I
thought," commented Timmins.
Trinity's 2-1 victory over Amherst was
important for two reasons: first, it completed the weekend road sweep, and second, it
was the first time Trinity has beaten
Amherst in four years.
Despite Trinity's recent dominance,
Amherst has been the only team in the

NESCAC and ECAC East the Bantams had
not beaten in the regular season, going 0-32 in that span. Trinity did beat Amherst
two years ago in a NESCAC-first round
playoff match-up. "Amherst always plays
us tough. Playing in their rink is hard no
matter how good or bad they are that year,
so it's nice to come out with a win," said
Timmins. Ladd opened the scoring at the
half-way point of the first period, connecting on a feed from sophomore Ross Grubin
and Timmins.
Amherst tied the score with ten seconds
left in the first period. However, Maturi
came up big again, recording the eventual
game winner 1:16 into the second with
assists coming from Maheras and freshman
Riley Hicks.
Amherst put up a fight in the third,
including several odd man rushes and
breakaways, but all attempts were turned
aside time and time again by senior goalie
Henry Breslin, who finished with 28 saves
on 29 shots.
"Breslin played great," Timmins said.
"Maturi was our best player over the weekend. He was all over the ice in both games
and scored a couple of big goals. This was
a great weekend for us. The coaches managed to get almost everyone into at least
one game and it's the toughest road trip we
have all year. We spent ten hours driving to
and from Hamilton, so it's nice to get out of
this earl
h two wins,"
on

The Bantams had a good first weekend, but struggled against Wesleyan.

see SEEKING on page 23

B-ball Crushes Babson, 64-32 Women's Hocjeey
Sweeps Wesleyan

give the Bantams team a one- pointer.
With 1:19 to go, the Bantams
point lead with 3:01 left in the
were up 78-75. Trinity finished
The Men's Basketball team is • game.
the game at the freethrow line and
With 1:45 remaining, the
off to a 3-1 start this season and is
expecting to do well throughout Diplomats hit a foul shot to Rhoten iced the win as he finincrease their lead to 69-67. ished off his 11 for 11 effort from
the entire season. The Bantams
the line with 5.5 seconds left as
However, Rhoten hit a lay-up
opened their season against
with 30.1 seconds left to tie up the Trinity took control in the final
Cortland State at the Franklin and
minutes and brought home the
Marshall Tip-off Classic on Nov. •game at 69 and force overtime.
victory - the final score was,8418. Co-captain Tyler Rhoten '06
In the extra five-minute peri75.
led all scorers with 25 points and
od, F&M took an early lead but
added five rebounds to lead the the Bantams stormed back with a
"The first weekend was great
Bantams to a dramatic 78-77 win. 7-0 run as Martin made two laysee RHOTEN on page 20
Rhoten made a jumper from ups and Clarke drilled a threethe foul line in the final minute to
cut the Cortland State lead to
three points. Kino Clarke '07
then converted on a four-point
play with 11.6 seconds left to give
Trinity the one-point lead and
then stole the inbounds pass on
the next play to seal the victory.
Clarke finished with 22 points,
while Russ Martin '08 chipped in
11 points, eight rebounds and
three blocks.
The next day the Bantams
defeated Franklin and Marshall in
overtime to win the Tip-off
Classic. Trinity was down 63-61
with four minutes remaining in
the second half when Patrick
Chuck Pratt
Martin '07 hit a freethrow and
J
Paul Rowe '09 made a lay-up to Tyler Rhoten 06 is averaging 19.5 points per game this year.
CAT MAHER
SPORTS WRITER

Gci this week's
schedule of games in
Spoils in Brief on
paue 22

way between the pipes by making
49 saves and only allowing two
goals over the weekend; her perThe Trinity College women's
hockey team has never started a formance earned her NESCAC
player of the week honors.
season 2-0.
That is, until this season when
Trinity's leading scorer this
Trinity had the opportunity to
season, senior captain Tara
return 19 members of last years Borawski, had an impressive
team. On Nov. 18 and 19, Trinity
opening weekend as well. In the
showcased
opener, she
their
team
had her first
chemistry
assist and her
a g a i n s t
first goal of
NESCAC rival
the
season.
Wesleyan.
Her
second
period score
Not only
ended
up
did they get to
being
the
compete, but
game-winner.
the
added
Equaling
bonus of openBorawski's
ing
against
performance
rival Wesleyan
the following
in enemy terriChuck Pratt game, a 4-1
tory gave the
women added Women's hockey is to a 2-1-1 start v i c t o r v o v e r
TONY QUINTERO

SPORTS WRITER

incentive.
Trinity had two strong defensive performances to win both
games against the Cardinals to
start the season on a good note.
Senior Courtney Bergh led the

INSIDE SPORTS
The (iiant.s and Cowboj s battle
foi the Nl-r EaM on page 21

Read about women's basketball's
"'short comings' on page 21

Wesleyan, was sophomore Erin
Fitzgerald. Fitzgerald assisted
Kelley McCarthy '09 in the first
period on a Bantam power play.
see SOLID on page 22

Sec who stood out in
Trinity Sporis last
Vve^k in Bantams in
the Ciowd on page 21

